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Ever since, our focus has been the plastics, the safety, the comfort and 
the design. We devoted a lot of time and effort to come up with the 
best technologies, the smartest solutions and the best results. This 
complete dedication brought us the partnership of many of the most 
important OEM brands in the industry.
The motocross and cycling background gave me, not only, the passion 
for this industry but also the set of skills needed to face the challenges 
found on the way. Just like motocross and cycling, business requires 
rapid reactions, such as the fast development to meet the time-to-
market; new and different approaches to challenges, just like it would 
be needed to face a different route; and the constant adjustment to 
the environment – ever changing markets - and adversaries – the 
toughest competitors.
In this industry, as in racing, I got used to constantly work against the 
clock, facing many challenges I didn’t expect for, on the way to reach 
our goals. Just like when you go off-roading, or cycling there’s no map 
of the trails and the obstacles are certainly not marked on the way.

The thrill, the excitement, and the joy are always on. It is felt with every 
a new project that starts, when the first sketches fill-up a clean sheet of 
paper or when the first parts come out of the production line.
Over this 40 years at the helm of Polisport Group, I’ve had fun, 
but most of all, I had a purpose: to give our customer the best and 
most innovative parts on the market, that can exceed their needs 
and expectations, that can be proudly displayed on each and every 
motorcycle or bicycle, just like I would have displayed on mine, when 
I was 19 years old.
This has been a long and passionate ride but, be sure, there’s a lot of 
more riding to be done, and the joy will still continue. To cherish this 
Joy for cycling, what better moment to launch a brand-new seat called 
itself “Joy” for celebrating this 40 years of a long passionate ride.

Pedro Araújo
CEO & Founder

2018

YEARS
of  a passionate ride
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1978-2018 A PASSIONATE RIDE

The Joy for cycling was always in our DNA, the passion that 
founded Polisport stills motivates not only me but also a fully 
dedicated and committed team of 360 coworkers spread along 
15 departments trough the 5 group companies.
In my opinion, 2017 was a turning point to the bicycle range. 
We've redefined our position in the mudguard, helmets and sport 
bottles range developing some modern and high valued new 
models. Besides all these new projects, that we are presenting 
in the 2018 collection, 2017 was the year where we spread our 
brand around 62 countries, we've implemented new strategies 
that will help us to keep growing and betting in the quality of 
our customer service. We keep investing in the resources that 
will help us to continue to offer the best cycling accessories 
in the market.

Considering the Brazilian market as one of the most promising currently 
emerging, the Polisport’ sales growth in these last years and following the 
trends of large world contractors settling in Brazil. In 2014 Polisport also 
felt the need to extend into the Brazilian market, building a facility there. 
To reconcile the key strengths of both partners, by searching for the best 
result at lower risk, a joint venture was established with a local manufacturer.
The new line of business in Brazil covers the same business  areas, namely: 
bicycles accessories, off-road accessories, all those products with Polisport 
brand, plus client brands and original equipment.

The company was created to fill a gap in the market for quality helmets 
produced at competitive prices. The European market had been seeking 
innovative, well-designed, high-quality safety gear, produced by a company 
that could fulfill customer orders with short turnaround times.
Headgy Helmets, founded in 2013, is aiming to become the european 
leader in the manufacture of protection helmets, in the fields of sports. 

Bobike®

The well-known Dutch brand Bobike has become part of the Polisport Group.
With the Bobike acquisition, we became european leaders in the bicycle 
child seat market. I can't express what this achievement meant to me, and 
of course to our history.
The acquisition, completed in December 2013, was made with the goal 
of “taking Bobike to an even greater level of notoriety and performance”, 
while maintaining its identity and values.

Headgy Helmets

Polistar Brazil

another IF
design award

2017

2014

2013

Guppy junior received an if Design and an Eurobike Award in 
the design Category, in recognition of its Functionality, usability 
and design.

Guppy Junior
wins

2015

Renewed
bicycle range
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Polisport Molds, founded in 2012, is the most recent unit, which arose 
from the need to integrate the mold construction and development into the 
Group. Polisport thereby achieves greater control of the entire plastic molding 
process, which is the key to the success of the company’s business by 
combining greater quality control with faster response and turnaround times.
Polisport Molds also has a specialized technical team with wide experience 
in developing and constructing molds which are completely devoted to this 
core element of the business.

In addition to our strong focus on customized products across 
the client portfolio, and in conjunction with our capacity for 
innovation, service quality and technical knowledge, Polisport 
continues to work with both new and existing clients and build 
upon its long and stable partnerships regarding original equipment 
and client branding. 
The establishment of Marketing, Logistics and R&D departments 
in 2006 was a corner stone to achieve these goals, and allow us 
to work in the bicycle sector as an OEM suppliers of Decathlon, 
and in the automotive area we as an OEM suppliers of one 
renowned Norwegian brand of car seats.  This focus in innovation 
and the development of IPD technology – exclusive patented 
technology allowed the Group to became the OEM suppliers of 
the major manufacturers including KTM,  GAS GAS, Husqvarna, 
Triumph, and BMW.

The Polisport Group is modern and dynamic and works in partnership 
with the most important companies in the bicycle and motorcycle 
sectors. In the past few years, developing technologies in both process 
and production have enabled us to acquire the knowledge needed for 
the research and design of innovative products. All our products are 
carefully designed always with safety and comfort in mind. Those 
goals were also awarded.
In 2012, Guppy Maxi Child seat won the Taipei Cycle Award, and a 
few months later Polisport won’s also two distinguished IF Design 
awards: “Product Design” for Guppy Child seat and “Material Design” 
for Corky water bottle.

Safety, comfort, design

& awards

Process in-house A-Z
Innovation
Globalization
Competitiveness
Service Quality
Flexibility

Polisport  Molds

2012

2011
2006

Polisport is recognized as the Most Innovative Portuguese 
Company of the year by COTEC-BPI SME Innovation Award. 
In the previous year, 2009, Polisport won two IMDA awards for 
“Best Injection Mold” part and “Best IMD Durable Product”. 
In that year Polisport was also awarded an honorable mention 
by COTEC, (Portuguese Innovative SME Association), as being 
one of the most Innovative SME Portuguese company. Those 
awards meant a lot to me because I always knew that too 
became a strong player in the market we needed to keep on 
innovating year after year.

Pedro Araújo receiving the award

Innovation
in our DNA

2010
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With the exponential growth of the off-road division, in 2005, 
we've developed a new unit devoted to off-road motorcycles, 
which acts as the storage and dispatch location for all products 
within this sector of the business. 
In our off-road range, the main emphasis is on plastic replica 
components and accessories. However, the range is wide, 
including: handguards, headlights, body protection, motorcycle 
protections and many other performance accessories plastics.

2005 was the turning point for the off-road division with the 
creation of patented technology – IPD.
This technology fuses graphics onto plastic parts as an alternative 
to motorcycle graphics decals.
This results in added value for manufacturers and bicycle owners, 
as IPD graphics will not fade, peel, crack or separate from the 
plastic, saving money on costly replacements.

In 1996, we've released the first bicycle helmet collection. The 
brand range was now complete and presented itself as an extra 
to the dealer – with only a brand the dealer could cover the most 
important cycling accessories. In nowadays Polisport offers 
a range with more than 18 models for adult, children, and 
junior for MTB Sport / Recreational, Trekking, City and Road.

Polisport Group becomes the sole owner of Polinter’s capital. 
Polinter is the Group's plastic injection unit, with wide experience 
and capacity for complex plastics parts production, for the two-
wheel market. The high quality of the parts manufactured here 
comes from the combination of competence, experience and 
professionalism of its technical teams who are highly specialized 
and dedicated in the field of plastic injection molding. These 
human elements are backed up by the ongoing investment 
made in the modern assembly lines which are fully automated 
with 6 axis robots.

Polisport
Plásticos S.A. 

The Group headquarters, where the company has been based since 
1993, is the operations center for all activities and where all the different 
administrative teams are based.
The headquarters is the nerve center for all Polisport Group activity, this 
includes: implementation of trade agreements, the center for global logistical 
services, as well as research, innovation and product development.
The child-seat assembly lines are based at the headquarters, which is 
the storage and dispatch location for all bicycle-related products. It's also 
the place for the Test and Quality Center of the Group, where all quality 
tests are made to the Polisport products as well as the client’s products.

Polinter
Plásticos S.A.

2005

1996

2004

1993

Polisport 2 - Off-Road

R&D
PRODUCT

Cycling helmets

43 8 24
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The family kept growing, besides child-seats and mudguards, 
we've introduced the plastic sport bottles in the range. Nowadays 
the range offers several models between thermal, screw-on 
and clip-on models. We've also developed green technologies 
that we've incorporated in our range such as bottles made 
with cork. Recently our Cork bottle was featured in Barcelona, 
in an exhibition about materials that will shape the future.  

In the bicycle market, Polisport is now the leading European producer 
of child seats, setting the standards for this industry. This conquer began 
in the 88's with the launch of the “New Sit” – the first child seat of the 
brand. This is still a product that I´m personally involved in the whole 
development process, because I know that it will carry the most precious 
cargo of all, our children. 

Now offering a range of more than 18 different mudguards 
models for MTB Sport / Recreational, Trekking, City and 
Road, I still remember the first model – Everest-  that was 
launched in 1990 and established Polisport as a reliable 
brand in the mudguards market.

Polisport Group was founded in 1978, originating from my passion for two wheels, and has focused on and specialized 
in these markets ever since. It all started for the love of riding, motorcycles, bicycles, motocross, and cycling.
In the 70’s I was doing motocross and motorcycles meant everything to me, little did I realize that it would be like 
that until today. At that time, my heroes were Roger DeCoster, Hakan Carlqvist and Eric Geboers and, fortunately, 
throughout my times in this business, I have had the opportunity to know all these people and share with them my 
passion and love for bikes and the sport. 
At that time, there were simply no replacement parts for motorcycles in Portugal. I was 19, I needed parts for my 
motorcycle and I couldn’t find any. So, I began producing parts by myself, first front fenders, rear fenders, and 
handguards. They were the first parts that we produced and that’s how Polisport started. 
The year was 1978.

1991
1988

1990

1978

Bicycle
Mudguards

Sport Bottles

Child
Bicycle Seats

First logobrand of Polisport
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2018 - A YEAR FULL OF NEWS

JOY 
To cherish the joy of cycling we’ve launched a new child seat.
We’ve named it Joy.
With joy we want the families to feel the wind blow through their hairs and 
to enjoy the warm sunshine. We wish to celebrate the happiness of cycling 
no matter the route you need to choose. For commute purposes, or just 
for leisure we want you to take advantage of each moment, we want you 
to #havefun, we want you to feel the freedom of cycling.
Joy features all the best that we’ve come up with in these last 40 years.

#enJOY
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CHILD SEATS HELMETS MUDGUARDS SPORT BOTTLES

OTHER PRODUCTS
BALANCE BIKE   P.133

XS  KIDS PREMIUM  P.70

S JUNIOR  PREMIUM  P.74

URBAN RADICAL   P.78

AERO ROAD   P.80

LIGHT ROAD   P.82

SPORT'GO   P.90

CITY'GO   P.92

COMMUTER   P.95

E'CITY   P.94

S-MUD   P.105

EXPANDER   P.110

O.E MUDGUARD   P.115

TOWNY   P.117

JOY® P.48 
New rear child seat
For Frames
For Small Frames and 29ers
For Carriers

GUPPY® RANGE P.24 
New waterproof cushion

BUBBLY® MAXI+ P.42
New colors
New design
New mounting systems

BUBBLY® MINI+ P.46
New colors
New design
New mounting systems

GUPPY® RS PLUS P.24
New reclining system

CORKY+   P.125 
New graphics

PREMIUM
BOTTLE CAGE   P.131
New colors

POLISPORT SPORT
BOTTLE   P.129 
New graphics

BUNDLE KIT
PREMIUM CAGE + POLISPORT 
SPORT BOTTLE   P.129

Clip-on

C600/C700   P.128

Screw-on

S600/S800   P.127

GROOVY® RS PLUS P.68
New reclining system
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THE FREEDOM OF CYCLING

There's no other feeling that can better express what cycling means. Humans 
are made to move, and other better way than using a bicycle to do it?
We have a full range of cycling accessories, from child seats to helmets, 
from mudguards to sport bottles and accessories, we’ve thought of clever, 
innovative and functional solutions that will make you enjoy even more your 
route.

#CYCLINGFREEDOM

CONTENTS
  15   CHILD BICYCLE SEATS
  64  HELMETS
  97   MUDGUARDS
119   SPORT BOTTLES
132   OTHER PRODUCTS
136   MERCHANDISING
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Safe and easy-to-use, our seats will take your daily commutes and family to 
marvelous experiences.

#HAPPINESS

CHILD BICYCLE SEATS

16  OVERVIEW CHILD SEATS
18  CHILD SEAT MOUNTING SYSTEMS & TECHNOLOGIES
22 GUPPY® JUNIOR+
24 GUPPY® RS PLUS
26 GUPPY® MAXI+ FF / CFS
28 GUPPY® MINI
30 GROOVY® RS PLUS
32 GROOVY® FF / 29”
34  GROOVY® CFS
36 BILBY MAXI RS
38 BILBY MAXI FF / CFS
40 BILBY JUNIOR
42 BUBBLY® MAXI+ FF / 29”
46 BUBBLY® MINI+
48 JOY®  FF / 29”
50 JOY®  CFS
52 KOOLAH FF / 29”
54 KOOLAH CFS / RMS
56 WALLABY
58 WINDSCREEN
62 CHILD BICYCLE SEATS SPARE PARTS & ACCESSORIES
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CHILD WEIGHT 9 to 15 kg / 19,84 to 33,07 lbFRONT
baby seat

REAR
junior seat

REAR
child seat

GUPPY® MINI / P.28 BUBBLY® MINI+ / P.46

CHILD WEIGHT 9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,50 lb
GUPPY® MAXI+ / P.24 GROOVY® / P.30

CHILD WEIGHT UP TO 35 kg / 77,16 lb
GUPPY® JUNIOR+ / P.22

20° RS - RECLINING PLUS 
SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

FF - FOR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

CFS - CARRIER
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 185 mm

CFS - CARRIER
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 185 mm

20° RS - RECLINING PLUS 
SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

FF - FOR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

FF - FOR SMALL 
FRAMES AND 29 ers
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

CFS - CARRIER
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 185 mm

HEAD TUBE
fits round and oval frame 
tubes from Ø22 - 40 mm

HEAD TUBE
fits round and oval frame 
tubes from Ø22 - 40 mm

REAR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
fits round and oval frame 
tubes from Ø28 - 40 mm

CFS carrier 
mounting system

FF frame 
mounting system

frame mounting
system with special bar

front head tube
mounting system

rear frame
mounting system

rear junior-seat RMS carrier 
mounting system

optional
positioning

BUBBLY® MAXI+ / P.42

FF - FOR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

FF - FOR SMALL 
FRAMES AND 29 ers
Round and O val tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

CFS - CARRIER
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 185 mm

RS reclining
system

20°

quick safety turn

MODELMODEL

MODEL

RESTYLING

RESTYLING
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KOOLAH / P.52JOY® / P.48 WALLABY   / P.56

FF - FOR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

FF - FOR SMALL 
FRAMES AND 29 ers
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

CFS - CARRIER
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 175 mm

RMS - RACK
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 160 mm

FF - FOR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

FF - FOR SMALL FRAME 
AND 29 ers
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

CFS - CARRIER
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 175 mm

FF - FOR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

BILBY JUNIOR / P.40

BILBY MAXI / P.36

20° RS - RECLINING 
SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

FF - FOR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Round and Oval tubes
Ø28 to 40 mm

CFS - CARRIER
MOUNTING SYSTEM
Range of Application
120 to 175 mm

HEAD TUBE
fits round and oval frame 
tubes from Ø22 - 40 mm

REAR FRAME
MOUNTING SYSTEM
fits round and oval frame 
tubes from Ø28 - 40 mm

fitting luggage
carrier width

fitting luggage
carrier tubes

frame holder 
space required 
for assembling

HEAD TUBE
fits round and 

oval frame tubes

RMS mounting 
system

frame holder
space required
for assembling

fits round and
oval tubes

2 point
safety harness

2

3 point
safety harness

3

5 point
safety harness

5

adjustable
footrest

e-bike
compatible

wheel protector
& footrests

easy slide
system

tool
included

Nº 5

complies with
TÜV / GS

safety reflective
stickers

tools
required

tools
included

13mm

maximum
child weight

windscreen 
dimensions

windscreen 
weight

wheels
size

reclining up to
20 degrees

20°

max
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FF
FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

QUICK RELEASE FRAME 
HOLDER

STANDARD
HOLDER

FRONT HEAD TUBE 
HOLDER

SAFETY
INDICATOR
DEVICE

Approved for
GUPPY MAXI+, GROOVY, BUBBLY MAXI+  
and BUBBLY MINI FF models

Approved for
BILBY, KOOLAH and JOY models

Approved for
GUPPY MINI, BUBBLY MINI+ and
BILBY JUNIOR models

Polisport’s Frame Mounting System was developed to be safe, simple, 
reliable, efficient and easy-to-use.
The double rabbet and click system has a very smooth action when 
mounting the child seat, sliding easily into the slots and requiring no 
further pressure than the weight of the seat.
It takes only a light push of the holder safety button to release the 
child seat, making it really easy to remove and store your seat on the 
end of the day.
The seats that feature this mounting system also have the ability to be 
moved backward and forward in 3 positions according to the bicycle 
and child size.

Green indicators appear when the seat is 
correctly assembled.
All the screws remain built-in inside the 
holder, making the fitting much smoother.
Fits frames from Ø28 to 40 mm.
Requires an available length on the frame 
of 105 mm to be installed.
Fits round and oval tubes, and was designed 
to accommodate the brake cable preventing 
it from being pinched. Inside, a rubber pad 
will also prevent the frame from getting 
damaged.
Tools included.
To remove the seat you only need to 
slightly push the holder button and pull 
simultaneously the seat up and backward.
Meets all the safety standards EN 14344.
Sold also as a spare part.

Fits frames from Ø28 to 40 mm.
Requires only an available length of 80 
mm to be installed.
Inside the holder a rubber pad protects the 
bicycle and allows the mounting system to 
adapt to frames of all different sizes.
The rear metallic part of the holder has an 
opening to allow the brake cables to fit in 
without being pinched.
Meets all the safety standards EN 14344.
Sold as a spare part.

Fits frames from Ø22 to 40 mm.
Requires only an available length of 35 mm 
to be installed.
Inside the holder a rubber pad protects the 
bicycle and allows the mounting system to
adapt to frames of all di fferent sizes. 
Mounting kit includes two mounting options: 
one for small head tubes (10 mm / ø28-40 
mm) and another for standard head tubes 
(35 mm / ø22-40 mm). Mounting kit required 
for assembling included.
Meets all the safety standards EN 14344.
Sold as a spare part.

OK
Compatible frames

NOT OK
Not compatible frames / bicycles

round oval

drop handlebar rear suspension
shock absorber

motor
(mopeds and scooters)

square triangular carbon fiber

105 mm / 80 mm
 28 to 40 mm
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RS PLUS
RECLINING MOUNTING SYSTEM
This new reclining system allows the cyclist to recline the seat in 2 
positions up to 20º, without having to remove the child from the seat, and 
do it with the greatest comfort and safety for both the child and the cyclist. 
The system has been developed so that it can be unlocked, reclined, 
and locked again, only by the adult user. The child will not be able to 
handle the system, thus preventing any eventual accident, guaranteeing 
the safety of the direct and indirect users. The possibility of reclining a 
child seat for a bicycle is very important since increasingly, the bicycle 
is seen as a reliable, sustainable, economic and therefore logical family 
mode of transportation.

3 POSITIONS
Available to place the seat

0º

10º

20º

LOCKING SYSTEM
Extra security - the system 
as been developed so that 
it can be unlocked, reclined 
and locked again only by the 
adult user 

EASY ADJUSTMENT
Reclining the seat in 2 positions 
up to 20º without removing the 
child from the seat

NEW SLIM DESIGN
No extra tools needed

1 2 3
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SLIM, WIDER
CARRIER PLATE

STANDARD
CARRIER PLATE

RMS 
RACK MOUNTING SYSTEM

Approved for
GUPPY MAXI+, GROOVY and BUBBLY 
MAXI+ models

Approved for
JOY, KOOLAH and BILBY models

The new slim design of the carrier plate also 
increased its performance, it will now fit a 
wider number of commuting bikes on the 
market, especially E-bikes by increasing 
the range from 175 to 185 mm.
Features a left and right mechanical system 
– making it even easier to install and release 
the seat (clamp – turn right; release – turn left).
Fitting luggage tubes from Ø10 to 16 mm.
No tools needed.
Compatibles with carriers in accordance 
with ISO 11243 - 120 to 175 mm. Now also 
fitting wider carriers - 185 mm.
The system meets all the safety standards 
EN 14344.

Fitting luggage with 120 to 175 mm width
Fitting luggage tubes from Ø10 to 16 mm.
No tools needed.
Compatible with carriers in accordance 
with ISO 11243.
The system meets all the safety standards 
EN 14344.

Supplied with the child seat, requires fewer 
steps to complete the assembly.
To attach the plate to the luggage carrier 
you can choose between the multiple fitting 
points available on the plate. This feature 
increases the compatibility with a wider range 
of bikes equipped with luggage carriers.
Once the plate is firmly attached to the 
luggage carrier, the seat is installed or 
released with just a twist of a screw.
When riding without the seat on, the plate 
can be used as a luggage carrier with the 
help from its straps.
Maximum width – 160 mm.
Compatible with carriers in accordance 
with ISO 11243.
The system meets all the safety standards 
EN 14344.

Approved for
KOOLAH model

CFS
CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM
Polisport’s Carrier Mounting System was developed to take advantage 
of bikes already equipped with luggage carriers. The bottom of the 
seat is securely attached to the carrier, which is extremely important 
as it increases stability for the rider.
It also makes the assembling of the child seat to the luggage carrier 
very easy since it doesn’t require further use of tools – you just need 
to rotate the knob and easily release and install the Child Seat. This 
also means that’s really easy to commute or store the seat. For an 
increased child and cyclist comfort you can move the seat backward 
and forward on the luggage carrier length.

OK

NOT OK
Not compatible frames / bicycles

drop handlebar rear suspension
shock absorber

motor
(mopeds and scooters)

carbon fiber

 10 to 16 mm

120 to 185 mm
compatible with carriers in 
accordance with ISO 11243

E-BIKE
Compatible
Up to 185 mm
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ONE HAND BUCKLE HARNESS BUCKLE QST
QUICK SAFETY TURN

ESS
EASY SLIDE SYSTEM

Groovy and Bubbly features an improved sturdy 
safety buckle that you can operate with just one 
hand – this way it’s easier to buckle and unbuckle, 
an extra benefit for the all-day commuters.
Nevertheless due to its childproof design, the child 
will not be able to release it on its own.
All Polisport child seats are designed to ‘grow’ 
with the child.
That’s why all our safety harnesses are adjustable.

Polisport designed its own harness buckles, to 
make sure that they are reliable, efficient and easy-
to-use. In this option, the design of the buckle 
requires three buttons which have to be pushed 
simultaneously in order to unbuckle. All Polisport 
child seats are designed to ‘grow’ with the child. 
That’s why all our safety harnesses are adjustable.

QST is a specially designed screw incorporated 
in a safety button that allows prompt adjustments 
on the positioning and assembly of the seat while 
offering a totally safe and secure mounting. With 
QST you don’t need to use any tools. 

On child seats equipped with this solution, it is 
possible to move the seat backward and forward 
without using any tools. Its simplicity makes it easier 
to adjust and move the seat while the child is seated. 
This means extra comfort for the child and cyclist.

SAFETY, COMFORT & DESIGN
Because we carry your most precious cargo
Child bicycle seat performance components
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GUPPY® JUNIOR+
THE IDEAL SEAT FOR YOUR OLDER CHILD - 6 TO 10 YEARS OLD 
AND UP TO 35KG.

SAFETY • Included a pair of retractable footrests and wheel protector easily 
mounted on the frame at the correct height according to the children’s size 
• New: extra wheel protector with multiple connections points for the frame 
and mudguard included for extra protection – zip-ties included. Security 
belt: one lap security harness and extra safety harness to be strapped to 
the bicycle frame.

COMFORT • Ergonomic shape for back support – maximum protection and 
increased child comfort • Soft and easy to clean cushion.

OTHERS FEATURES • Tools included • Easy assembling of the child seat on 
the carrier • Guppy Junior is supplied fully assembled and can therefore be 
used straight out of the box. The seat can also be moved back and forth to be 
adjusted according to any carrier and child size • Footrests, wheel protector 
and extra wheel protector mounting kit included • Carrier not included.

Individual box: 310 x 390 x 410 mm
Master box: 4 un / 768 x 388 x 432 mm
Pallet: 56 un

REF. INDIVIDUAL BOX

  8636100010 dark grey/light grey
  8636100011 cool light grey/dark grey

REF. MASTER BOX

  8636100012 dark grey/light grey
  8636100013 cool light grey/dark grey

CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM

410 390

390

GUPPY® JUNIOR+
Rear Child Seat

120 to 185 mm

Compatible with carriers in 
accordance with ISO 11243 - 120 
to 175 mm. Now also fitting wider 
carriers - 185 mm

Ø10 to 16 mm
Fitting luggage carrier tubes from 
Ø10 to 16 mm

Child weight 22 to 35 kg / 48,5 to 
77,16 lb. Only for carriers up to 35kg

Wheel Protector / Footrests – fitting 
forks with Ø17 to 21 mm
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Parents use bicycles for everyday #commuting. Practicality and riding stability are the 
features that matter most and these exact features gave Guppy Junior an IF Design 
Award, as well as a German Design Award.
Guppy Junior combines a simple and practical design with a sturdy and light construction 
to endure daily use.
Now Guppy Junior also features the slim wider carrier plate, meaning a better fitting 
for the e-bikes and an increased functionality. dark grey/light grey

RETRACTABLE FOOTRESTS 
AND NEW EXTRA WHEEL 
PROTECTOR INCLUDED
Easily mounted on the forks 
(Ø17 to 21 mm) at the correct 
height according to the 
children size.

2®REGISTERED
DESIGN

35 kg
77 lbmax26”/28” Nº 4

BACK 
SAFETY 
REFLECTOR

ERGONOMIC BACKREST
Extra child comfort

cool light grey/dark grey

SLIM, WIDER
CARRIER PLATE
E-BIKE compatible
up to 185 mm
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GUPPY® RS PLUS
TILTS UP TO 20° FOR GREATER COMFORT
OR A QUICK AND REFRESHING NAP.

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the child’s hands • Grow 
with your child - adjustable 5-point safety harness with soft paddings • 1 rear 
reflective sticker • Childproof safety buckle • Extra security frame belt • Large 
feet protection preventing any contact with the wheel. Safety locking knob 
– only after unlocking the adult will be able to recline the seat.

COMFORT • New reclining system – in just a few second’s easily reclining 
your seat and child, by unlocking the safety knob and choosing one of the 
3 available positions (0º, 10º, 20º). With this new system, you can recline 
the seat with the child on it. • Grow with your child - 2 option in height for 
placing the safety harness • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 
4 positions • New Waterproof and easy to clean cushion • The universal 
quick release holder allows to install/release the baby seat from the bike 
in seconds and is compatible with most bike frames. This also means that’s 
really easy to commute or store the seat • Ability to move the seat backward 
and forward in 3 positions, according to child and bicycle size.

OTHERS FEATURES • Design inspired by the automotive industry • Small 
luggage compartment - maximum 1 kg / 2,2 lb • Mounting kit required for 
assembling included.

STANDARDS • EN 14344

Individual box: 410 x 300 x 875 mm
Master box: 3 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 16 un

REF. INDIVIDUAL BOX

  8637700020 dark grey/silver
  8637700021 cream/grey
  8637700022 jeans/cream

REF. MASTER BOX

  8637700023 dark grey/silver
  8637700024 cream/grey
  8637700025 jeans/cream

FOR FRAME RECLINING PLUS MOUNTING SYSTEM

413 559

768

20°

GUPPY® RS PLUS
Reclining System

Fits bicycles with or without carriers.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder requires an available 
length of 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

MODEL
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Guppy® RS PLUS has a new reclining system that allows the cyclist to recline the seat 
in 2 positions up to 20º, without having to remove the child from the seat, and do it 
with the greatest comfort and safety for both the child and the cyclist.
The system has been developed so that it can be unlocked, reclined, and locked again 
only by the adult user. The child will not be able to handle the system, thus preventing 
any eventual accident, guaranteeing the safety of the direct and indirect users. The 
possibility of reclining a child seat for a bicycle is very important since increasingly, the 
bicycle is seen as a reliable, sustainable, economic and therefore logical family mode of 
transportation. This model also features a new waterproof and easy to clean cushion.

Net for object 
transport
(maximum weight 
1 kg / 2,2 lb)

dark grey/silver
RS PLUS

cream/grey
RS PLUS

jeans/cream
RS PLUS

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

5

20°

RECLINING SYSTEM
Up to 20°
Extra comfort

SLIM DESIGN
Increased compatibility

LOCKING SYSTEM
Extra security - the system 
as been developed so that 
it can be unlocked, reclined 
and locked again only by the 
adult user 

WATERPROOF
CUSHION

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2 positions to place the
safety harness

0º
10º

20º

QUICK RELEASE FRAME HOLDER
Improved functionality
and design.

EASY ADJUSTMENT
Reclining the seat in 2 positions 
up to 20º without removing the 
child from the seat
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GUPPY® MAXI+ FF / CFS
THE STYLISH AND AWARDED MODEL THAT FITS BICYCLES WITH OR WITHOUT CARRIERS

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the child’s hands • Grow with your child – 2 option in height for 
placing the safety harness • Grow with your child - adjustable 5-point safety harness with soft paddings • Childproof 
safety buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker • Extra security frame belt • Large feet protection preventing the contact 
with the wheel.

COMFORT • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 4 positions • New waterproof easy to clean cushion.

OTHERS FEATURES • Design inspired by the automotive industry • Small luggage compartment - maximum 1 kg / 2,2 lb.

STANDARDS • EN14344

FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

REF. INDIVIDUAL BOX

REF. MASTER BOX

  8639900018 dark grey/silver
  8639900019 cream/grey
  8639900020 jeans/cream

  8639900021 dark grey/silver
  8639900022 cream/grey
  8639900023 jeans/cream

REF. INDIVIDUAL BOX

REF. MASTER BOX

  8640000012 dark grey/silver
  8640000013 cream/grey
  8640000014 jeans/cream

  8640000015 dark grey/silver
  8640000016 cream/grey
  8640000017 jeans/cream

CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM

Individual box: 410 x 300 x 845 mm
Master box: 3 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 14 un

Individual box: 410 x 300 x 845 mm
Master box: 3 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 14 un 413 500

768

GUPPY® MAXI+ FF
Rear Child Seat

Fits bicycles with or without carriers. Ability to move the 
seat backward and forward in 3 positions, according 
to child and bicycle size. Mounting kit required for 
assembling included. New Quick Release Frame Holder. 
New QST – assembling the seat is made easier with the 
QST screw - no tools needed for assembling the plate.  

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder requires an available 
length of 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

GUPPY® MAXI+ CFS
Rear Child Seat

No tools needed to install/release the seat. Supplied 
fully assembled and can therefore be used straight out 
of the box. The seat can also be moved back and forth 
to be adjusted according to any carrier and child size.

120 to 185 mm

Compatibles with carriers in 
accordance with ISO 11243 - 120 to 
175 mm. Now also fitting wider
carriers - 185 mm

Ø10 to 16 mm
Fitting luggage carrier tubes from 
Ø10 to 16 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb
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jeans/cream
FF

By winning an iF Design Award, Guppy Maxi+ proved how well designed they were 
from day one. Its innovative design, its comfort, and special features made it an instant 
hit. However, we found some new ways to improve it. The Maxi models now feature 
the new quick release frame holder, a carrier plate (e-bikes compatible) and a new 
waterproof and easy to clean cushion. This means that the Guppy’s mounting system 
was improved in its usage, functionality, and design. This also means that’s really easy 
to #commute or store the seat.

cream/grey
FF

dark grey/silver
CFS

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

5®REGISTERED
DESIGN

FF

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
5-point adjustable
safety harness

QUICK RELEASE FRAME HOLDER
Improved functionality
and design.

SMALL LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
(maximum load weight 1 kg / 2,2 lb)

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 4 positions

SLIM, WIDER 
CARRIER PLATE
E-BIKE compatible
up to 185 mm

WATERPROOF
CUSHION

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2 positions to place the
safety harness C
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GUPPY® MINI
THE STYLISH AND AWARDED FRONT MODEL IDEAL FOR YOUR 
LITTLE BABY TO EXPLORE THE WORLD IN A UNIQUE WAY.

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the baby hands • Grow 
with your child - adjustable 5-point safety harness with soft paddings 
• Childproof safety buckle.

COMFORT • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 4 positions • New 
waterproof easy to clean cushion • Ability to move the seat backward and 
forward in 2 positions, according to child and bicycle size • The frame holder 
allows to install/release the child seat from the bike in seconds by pushing 
a button. Mounting kit includes two mounting options: one for small head 
tubes (10 mm / ø28-40 mm) and another for standard head tubes (35 mm / 
ø22-40 mm). Mounting kit required for assembling included.

OTHERS FEATURES • Design inspired by the automotive industry.

STANDARDS • EN14344

Individual box: 663 x 418 x 248 mm
Master box: 3 un / 781 x 401 x 400 mm
Pallet individual: 33 un
Pallet master box: 36 un

REF. INDIVIDUAL BOX

  8639400001 dark grey/silver
  8639400009 cream/grey
  8639400015 jeans/cream

REF. MASTER BOX

  8639400004 dark grey/silver
  8639400011 cream/grey
  8639400016 jeans/cream

FRONT HEAD TUBE MOUNTING SYSTEM

394 435

563

GUPPY® MINI
Front Baby Seat

Ø22 to 40 mm
HEAD TUBE - Fits round and oval 
frame tubes from Ø22 to 40 mm

35 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 35 mm

Child weight
9 to 15 kg / 19,84 to 33,07 lb
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By winning an iF Design Award, Guppy Mini proved how well designed they were 
from day one. Its innovative design, inspired in the automotive industry, its comfort 
and special features made it an instant hit. This model features a new waterproof 
and easy to clean cushion.

cream/greyjeans/creamdark grey/silver
FF - FRONT HEAD TUBE 
MOUNTING SYSTEM

15 kg
33 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

5®REGISTERED
DESIGN

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
5-point adjustable
safety harness

SOFT PADDINGS
For baby comfort

ARMREST SHAPE
Safe guarding
the baby hands

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 4 positions

WATERPROOF
CUSHION
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GROOVY® RS PLUS
GROOVY IT’S EVEN BETTER FEATURING A BRAND NEW RECLINING 
SYSTEM

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the child’s hands • Grow 
with your child – adjustable 3-point safety harness • New optimized one-
handed sturdy buckle • Childproof safety buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker 
• Extra security frame belt • Extra feet protection preventing the contact 
with the wheel. • Safety locking knob – only after unlocking the adult will 
be able to recline the seat.

COMFORT • New reclining system – in just a few second’s easily reclining 
your seat and child, by unlocking the safety knob and choosing one of the 
3 available positions (0º, 10º, 20º). With this new system, you can recline 
the seat with the child on it. • Ergonomic shape for helmet use • Grow with 
your child - adjustable footrests in 4 positions • Waterproof cushion – extra 
comfort and even easier to clean •  Ability to move the seat backward 
and forward in 3 positions, according to child and bicycle size • Universal 
quick-release holder allows to install/release the baby seat from the bike 
in seconds and is compatible with most bike frames •  This also means 
that’s really easy to commute or store the seat • Mounting kit required for 
assembling included.

OTHERS FEATURES • Trendy design that fits perfectly with the current bike 
trends • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

FOR FRAME RECLINING PLUS MOUNTING SYSTEM

REF.

  8640700001 black/dark grey
  8640700002 charcoal grey/dark grey
  8640700003 white/jeans
  8640700004 cream/brown
  8640700005 cream/mint

20°

GROOVY® RS PLUS
Reclining System

Fits bicycles with or without carriers.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder requires an available 
length of 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

Master box: 3 un / 790 x 390 x 658 mm
Pallet: 27 un 400 439

715

MODEL
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Groovy® RS PLUS, features now a brand new reclining system that will enhance the 
comfort of your child, and make even better the nap time. It’s really easy to recline 
the seat due to its new reclining plate - with the child in the seat you can recline the 
seat in 2 positions, and up to 20º. The reclining mechanism also features a locking 
system that provides extra security and that means that only the adult can operate 
this reclining action. This model also features a waterproof cushion, a quick-release 
frame holder, and a one-hand buckle – features thought and designed to optimize 
the comfort and the safety of the child during the ride.

cream/mint
RS PLUS

black/dark grey
RS PLUS

charcoal grey/dark grey
RS PLUS

white/jeans
RS PLUS

cream/brown
RS PLUS

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

20°

3

WATERPROOF
CUSHION

EASY ADJUSTMENT
Reclining the seat in 
2 positions up to 20º 
without removing the 
child from the seat

ONE-HANDED
BUCKLE

RECLINING SYSTEM
Up to 20°

LOCKING SYSTEM
Extra security - the system as 
been developed so that it can be 
unlocked, reclined and locked 
again only by the adult user 

0º
10º

20º

ERGONOMIC SHAPE
FOR HELMET USE
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THE NEW TRENDY, CUTE AND COMFORTABLE CHILD SEAT
FOR SMALL AND REGULAR BICYCLE FRAMES

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the child’s hands • Grow with your child - adjustable 3-point 
safety harness • New optimized one-handed sturdy buckle • Childproof safety buckle •  1  rear reflective sticker 
• Extra security frame belt • Extra feet protection preventing the contact with the wheel.

COMFORT • Ergonomic shape for helmet use • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 4 positions • Waterproof 
cushion – extra comfort and even easier to clean • Ability to move the seat backward and forward in 3 positions, 
according to child and bicycle size • New universal quick release holder allows to install/release the child seat 
from the bike in seconds and is compatible with most bike frames • This also means that’s really easy to commute 
or store the seat • Mounting kit required for assembling included.

OTHERS FEATURES • Trendy design that fits perfectly with the current bike trends • Individual box for on-line sales 
available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM SMALL FRAMES AND 29ers

REF. REF.

Master box: 5 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 45 un

Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 36 un

  8406000006 black/dark grey
  8406000007 charcoal grey/dark grey
  8406000008 white/jeans
  8406000009 cream/brown
  8406000010 cream/mint

  8406000011 black/dark grey
  8406000012 charcoal grey/dark grey
  8406000013 white/jeans
  8406000014 cream/brown
  8406000015 cream/mint

400 439

715

GROOVY® FF / 29”

GROOVY® FF
Rear Child Seat

Fits bicycles with or without carriers.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder requires an available 
length of 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

GROOVY® 29”
Rear Child Seat

With this special bar, you’re able to push the seat up. 
This is ideal when you’re using a 29er or a bike with 
a small frame.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder requires an available 
length of 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb
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black/dark grey
FF

cream/brown
29”

charcoal grey/dark grey
FF

white/jeans
29”

Groovy® is the ideal child’s seat for commuting, it carries children between 9 months and 
5 years, with a maximum weight of 22 kg. It features a waterproof cushion enhancing 
maximum comfort for the child.
Groovy® also features the quick-release frame holder and a mounting system suitable 
for small frames and 29ers.

cream/mint
FF

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”/29” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN 13mm

3

ONE-HANDED
BUCKLE

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 4 positions

SAFETY 
REFLECTIVE 
STICKER

QUICK RELEASE FRAME HOLDER
Improved functionality
and design - for FF and 29”

ARMREST SHAPE
Safe guarding the child 
hands

WATERPROOF
CUSHION

Special bar for small frames and 29 ers.
You are able to push the seat up.
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GROOVY® CFS
THE NEW TRENDY, CUTE AND COMFORTABLE CHILD SEAT FOR 
STANDARD AND E-BIKE LUGGAGE CARRIERS.

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the child’s hands • Grow 
with your child - adjustable 3-point safety harness • Optimized one-handed 
sturdy buckle • Childproof safety buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker • Extra 
security frame belt • Extra feet protection preventing the contact with the wheel.

COMFORT •  Ergonomic shape for helmet use •  Grow with your child - 
adjustable footrests in 4 positions • New waterproof cushion – extra comfort 
and even easier to clean • No tools needed: easy assembling of the child 
seat on the carrier - this also means that’s really easy to commute or store 
the seat • Groovy CFS is supplied fully assembled and can therefore be 
used straight out of the box. The seat can also be moved back and forth 
to be adjusted according to any carrier and child size.

OTHERS FEATURES • Trendy design that fits perfectly with the current bike 
trends • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM

Master box: 5 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 45 un

REF.

  8406100001 black/dark grey
  8406100002 charcoal grey/dark grey
  8406100003 white/jeans
  8406100004 cream/brown
  8406100005 cream/mint

400 439

715

GROOVY® CFS
Rear Child Seat

120 to 185 mm

Compatibles with carriers in 
accordance with
ISO 11243 - 120 to 175 mm.
Now also fitting wider
carriers - 185 mm

Ø10 to 16 mm
Fitting luggage carrier tubes from 
Ø10 to 16 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb
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Groovy® features a carrier plate with increased compatibility and functionality for the 
e-bike trend market. This means that this model will be more functional as the bicycle 
fitting will increase due to the new carrier range of application – 185mm.

black/dark grey
CFS

cream/brown
CFS

white/jeans
CFS

cream/mint
CFS

charcoal grey/dark grey
CFS

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

3

WATERPROOF
CUSHION

INCREASED FEET 
PROTECTION

SLIM, WIDER
CARRIER PLATE
E-BIKE COMPATIBLE
Up to 185 mm

ERGONOMIC SHAPE
FOR HELMET USE

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 4 positions
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BILBY MAXI RS
BILBY DESIGN PROVIDES GREATER COMFORT AND FEATURES ALSO 
A RECLINING SYSTEM IDEAL FOR BABY NAPS.

SAFETY • Increased lateral protection • Grows with your child - adjustable 
5-point safety harness with paddings • 1 rear and 2 lateral reflective stickers 
•  Childproof safety buckle •  Extra security frame belt •  Extra-large feet 
protection preventing the contact with the wheel.

COMFORT • Reclining system up to 20º so that you can recline the seat for 
your babies naptime • Armrest shape for child comfort • Ergonomic shape 
for helmet use • Grow with your child – 2 option in height for placing the 
safety harness • Grow with your child – one-handed adjustable footrests in 
12 positions • Large and wrap-around washable cushion • Ability to move the 
seat backward and forward in 3 positions, according to child and bicycle size.

OTHERS FEATURES • QST – assembling the seat is made easier with the 
QST screw - no tools needed •  Individual box for on-line sales available 
(check spare parts - P.62). • Mounting kit required for assembling included.

STANDARDS • EN14344

Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 36 un

REF.

  8632500017 blue/dark grey
  8632500002 grey/orange
  8632500003 black/dark grey
  8632500013 cream/brown

FOR FRAME - RECLINING MOUNTING SYSTEM

724

416 559

20°

BILBY MAXI RS
Reclining System

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

80 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 80 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb
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Bilby design was inspired on the marsupial animals, and due to its wrapping design 
offers extra safety and comfort for the child. Featuring also a reclining system it allows 
the child seat to be tilted backward (maximum 20°) providing the child with a comfortable 
resting/sleeping position.

blue/dark grey
RS

cream/brown
RS

black/dark grey
RS

grey/orange
RS

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

20°

5

RECLINING SYSTEM
Up to 20°
Extra comfort for the child

INCREASED LATERAL 
PROTECTION

WRAP-AROUND
DESIGN

SAFETY REFLECTIVE 
STICKERS

ERGONOMIC SHAPE
FOR HELMET USE

0º

20º
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BILBY MAXI FF / CFS
BILBY PROVIDES GREATER COMFORT TO THE CHILD DUE TO IT’S WRAP-AROUND DESIGN

SAFETY • Increased lateral protection • Grow with your child - adjustable 5-point safety harness with paddings • 1 rear 
and 2 lateral reflective sticker • Childproof safety buckle • Extra security frame belt • Extra-large feet protection 
preventing the contact with the wheel.

COMFORT • Armrest shape for child comfort • Ergonomic shape for helmet use • Grow with your child – 2 option 
in height for placing the safety harness • Grow with your child – one-handed adjustable footrests in 12 positions 
• Large and wrap-around washable cushion.

OTHERS FEATURES •  QST – assembling the seat is made easier with the QST screw - no tools needed for 
assembling the plate.• Design inspired by the Kangaroo’s extra protection and care •  Individual box for online 
sales (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

REF.

  8632000036 blue/dark grey
  8632000002 grey/orange
  8632000005 black/dark grey
  8632000027 cream/brown

REF.

  8632200021 blue/dark grey
  8632200002 grey/orange
  8632200004 black/dark grey
  8632200020 cream/brown

CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM

Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 36 un

Master box: 7 un / 1210 x 825 x 430 mm
Pallet: 63 un 410 559

724

BILBY MAXI FF
Rear Child Seat

Fits bicycles with or without carriers.
Ability to move the seat backward and forward in 3 
positions, according to child and bicycle size.
The frame holder allows to install/release the child seat 
from the bike in seconds by pushing the button. This 
also means that’s really easy to commute or store the 
seat. Mounting kit required for assembling included.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

80 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 80 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

BILBY MAXI CFS
Rear Child Seat

No tools needed: easy assembling of the child seat 
on the carrier - this also means that’s really easy to 
commute or store the seat.
Bilby CFS is supplied fully assembled and can therefore 
be used straight out of the box. The seat can also be 
moved back and forth to be adjusted according to 
any carrier and child size.

120 to 175 mm

Compatibles with carriers in 
accordance with
ISO 11243 - 120 to 175 mm

Ø10 to 16 mm
Fitting luggage carrier tubes from 
Ø10 to 16 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb
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Bilby design was inspired on the marsupial animals, and due to its wrap-around design 
offers extra safety and comfort for the child. Bilby was awarded by Öko-Test and by 
Taenk Bedst I Test, both awards enhancing its protective design.

grey/orange
CFS

cream/brown
CFS

blue/dark grey
FF

black/dark grey
CFS

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

5

FF

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
5-point adjustable
safety harness

EXTRA LARGE FEET 
PROTECTION

REFLECTIVE
SAFETY STICKER

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2-POSITIONS
To place the safety harness

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
One-handed adjustable footrests 
in 12 positions

QST - QUICK SAFETY TURN
No tools needed
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BILBY JUNIOR
DESIGNED HAVING THE MARSUPIAL’S EXTRA PROTECTION AND CARE IN MIND, THIS FRONT MODEL 
PROVIDES EXTRA COMFORT AND SECURITY TO YOUR CHILD – 2 MOUNTING OPTIONS.

SAFETY • Grow with your child - adjustable 3-point safety harness • Childproof safety buckle.

COMFORT • Ergonomic handle safeguarding the baby hands • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 5 
positions • Large and wrap-around washable cushion • Ability to move the seat backward and forward in 2 positions, 
according to child and bicycle size.

OTHERS FEATURES • Design inspired by the marsupial’s extra protection and care • The frame holder allows to 
install/release the child seat from the bike in seconds by pushing a button. • Mounting kit includes two mounting 
options: one for small head tubes (10mm / ø28-40mm) and another for standard head tubes (35mm / ø22-40mm). 
Mounting kit required for assembling included. • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

FRONT HEAD TUBE MOUNTING 
SYSTEM

REF.

  8632600001 blue/orange
  8632600002 dark grey/silver
  8632600005 cream/bordeaux
  8632600008 black/dark grey

REF.

  8632800001 blue/orange
  8632800002 dark grey/silver
  8632800007 black/dark grey
  8632800010 cream/bordeaux

REAR FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

Master box: 5 un / 770 x 390 x 470 mm
Pallet: 75 un

Master box: 4 un / 791 x 398 x 683 mm
Pallet: 36 un 374 435

505

BILBY JUNIOR
Front Child Seat

Ø22 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø22 
to 40 mm

35 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 35 mm

Child weight
9 to 15 kg / 19,84 to 33,07 lb

BILBY JUNIOR FF
Front Child Seat

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

80 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 80 mm

Child weight
9 to 15 kg / 19,84 to 33,07 lb
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ERGONOMIC SAFEGUARDING
HANDLE FOR BABY COMFORT

INCREASED LATERAL 
PROTECTION

Bilby Junior features an ergonomic handle safeguarding the baby hands. This front 
handle will also support the baby if he falls asleep. This features and it’s wrap-around 
design will guarantee maximum safety and comfort for your child.

blue/orange

MOUNTING 
SYSTEM 
FOR REAR 
OPTION 
COMPLIES 
WITH 
EN14344

FRONT 
HEAD 
TUBE
MOUNTING 
SYSTEM

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 5 positions

WRAP-AROUND DESIGN
For baby comfort

15 kg
33 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

3

black/dark grey dark grey/silver
FF

cream/bordeaux
FF
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BUBBLY® MAXI+ FF / 29”
A NEW BUBBLY WITH EXTRA FUNCTIONALITY AND EXTRA CUTENESS

SAFETY • Waterproof cushion – extra comfort and even easier to clean • Ability to move the seat backward and 
forward in 3 positions, according to child and bicycle size.

COMFORT • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 4 positions • Grow with your child – 2 option in height 
for placing the safety harness. • The frame holder allows to install/release the child seat from the bike in seconds 
by pushing the button. This also means that’s really easy to commute or store the seat. • Universal quick-release 
holder, with safety device indicator, allows to install/release the baby seat from the bike in seconds and is compatible 
with most bike frames. This also means that’s really easy to commute or store the seat. • Mounting kit required for 
assembling included.

OTHERS FEATURES • Trendy design that fits perfectly with the current bike trends • Individual box for on-line sales 
available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

REF.

  8406700001 black/dark grey
  8406700002 cream/denim
  8406700003 charcoal grey/brown
  8406700004 brown/pastel green

REF.

  8406700005 black/dark grey
  8406700006 cream/denim
  8406700007 charcoal grey/brown
  8406700008 brown/pastel green

SMALL FRAMES AND 29ers

Master box: 5 un / 795 x 400 x 795 mm
Pallet: 45 un

Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 795 mm
Pallet: 36 un 412 574

667

BUBBLY® MAXI+ FF
Rear Child Seat

Fits bicycles with or without carriers.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder requires an available 
length of 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

BUBBLY® MAXI+ 29”
Rear Child Seat

With this special bar, you’re able to push the seat up. 
This is ideal when you’re using a 29er or a bike with 
a small frame.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder requires an available 
length of 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

RESTYLING
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WATERPROOF
CUSHION

Bubbly was burst to another level. The Dutch style was enhanced, the seat is now so 
cute and so much easy to use with all its new special features: the new quick- release 
frame holder, an one-handed childproof buckle, a comfortable waterproof cushion, an 
option for small frames and 29ers and of course all over the astonishing Dutch style.

FF

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”/29” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN 13mm

3

LARGE FEET 
PROTECTION

QUICK RELEASE 
FRAME HOLDER
Improved functionality 
and design - for FF 
and 29”

ONE-HANDED 
CHILDPROOF BUCKLE

DUTCH STYLE
Sturdy and functional

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2 positions to place the 
safety harness

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 4 positions

Special bar for small frames and 29 ers.
You are able to push the seat up.

black/dark grey
29"

charcoal grey/brown
FF

brown/pastel green
FF

cream/denim
FF
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BUBBLY® MAXI+ CFS

412 574

667

REF.

  8406800001 black/dark grey
  8406800002 cream/denim
  8406800003 charcoal grey/brown
  8406800004 brown/pastel green

CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM

Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 795 mm
Pallet: 36 un

BUBBLY® MAXI+ CFS
Rear Child Seat

120 to 185 mm

Compatibles with carriers in 
accordance with
ISO 11243 - 120 to 175 mm.
Now also fitting wider
carriers - 185 mm

Ø10 to 16 mm
Fitting luggage carrier tubes from 
Ø10 to 16 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

RESTYLING

A LOVELY DUTCH DESIGN FOR A LOVELY FAMILY 
RIDE

SAFETY • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 
4 positions • Grow with your child – 2 option in height 
for placing the safety harness. • Rear Reflective Sticker.

COMFORT • Waterproof cushion – extra comfort and 
even easier to clean • No tools needed: easy assembling 
of the child seat on the carrier - this also means that’s 
really easy to commute or store the seat • Bubbly Maxi+ 
CFS is supplied fully assembled and can therefore be 
used straight out of the box •  The seat can also be 
moved back and forth to be adjusted according to any 
carrier and child size.

OTHERS FEATURES • Trendy design that fits perfectly 
with the current bike trends • Individual box for on-line 
sales available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344
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black/dark grey
CFS

charcoal grey/brown
CFS

brown/pastel green
CFS

cream/denim
CFS

LARGE FEET 
PROTECTION

ONE-HANDED 
CHILDPROOF BUCKLE

DUTCH STYLE
Sturdy and functional

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2 positions to place the 
safety harness

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 4 positions

WATERPROOF
CUSHION

SLIM, WIDER
CARRIER PLATE
E-BIKE COMPATIBLE
Up to 185 mm

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

3

Bubbly was burst to another level. The Dutch style was enhanced, the seat is now 
so cute and so much easy to use with all its new special features: a carrier plate with 
increased compatibility and functionality for the e-bike trend market. This means that this 
model will be more functional as the bicycle fitting will increase due to the new carrier 
range of application – 185mm. Bubbly also features an one-handed childproof buckle, 
a comfortable waterproof cushion and of course all over the astonishing Dutch style.
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BUBBLY® MINI+
A NEW BUBBLY WITH EXTRA CUTENESS FOR YOUR LITTLE BABY.
THE CUTE AND SIMPLE DUTCH STYLE. 2 MOUNTING OPTIONS.

SAFETY • Grow with your child - adjustable 3-point safety harness • Optimized one-handed sturdy buckle.

COMFORT • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 4 positions • Ability to move the seat backward and 
forward in 2 positions, according to child and bicycle size • Waterproof cushion – extra comfort and even easier to 
clean. • The head tube holder allows to install/release the baby seat from the bike in seconds by pushing a button. 
This also means that’s really easy to commute or store the seat. • Mounting kit includes two mounting options: one 
for small head tubes (10 mm / ø28-40 mm) and another for standard head tubes (35 mm / ø22-40 mm). Mounting 
kit required for assembling included.

OTHERS FEATURES • Design inspired by the Dutch Style • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare 
parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

Master box: 5 un / 770 x 390 x 470 mm
Pallet: 60 un

REF.

  8406900001 black/dark grey
  8406900002 cream/denim
  8406900003 charcoal grey/brown
  8406900004 brown/pastel green

  8406900005 black/dark grey
  8406900006 cream/denim
  8406900007 charcoal grey/brown
  8406900008 brown/pastel green

FRONT HEAD TUBE MOUNTING SYSTEM

381 420

503

REF.

REAR FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

Master box: 4 un / 791 x 398 x 683 mm
Pallet: 36 un

BUBBLY® MINI+
Front Baby Seat

Ø22 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø22 
to 40 mm

35 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 35 mm

Child weight
9 to 15 kg / 19,84 to 33,07 lb

BUBBLY® MINI+ FF
Front Baby Seat

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

105 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 105 mm

Child weight
9 to 15 kg / 19,84 to 33,07 lb

RESTYLING

MODEL
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Bubbly Mini features enhance all the typical functionality of the Dutch style. Simple 
and sturdy, this front baby seat it’s the perfect solution for your daily commuting. Your 
little baby will enjoy the commuting to school even more. cream/denimblack/dark grey brown/pastel green charcoal grey/brown

FF

15 kg
33 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

3

DUTCH STYLE
Sturdy and functional

CHILDPROOF SAFETY 
BUCKLE

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 5 positions

MOUNTING 
SYSTEM 
FOR REAR 
OPTION 
COMPLIES 
WITH 
EN14344

FRONT 
HEAD 
TUBE
MOUNTING 
SYSTEM

WATERPROOF
CUSHION

SAFETY 
REFLECTIVE 
STICKER
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THE IDEAL CHILD SEAT TO CHERISH THE FREEDOM OF CYCLING – FOR STANDARD AND SMALL FRAMES

SAFETY • Increased lateral protection • Grow with your child - adjustable 3-point safety harness • Childproof safety 
buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker • Extra security frame belt • Increased feet protection preventing any contact with 
the wheel.

COMFORT • Grow with your child – 2 options in height for placing the safety harness • Grow with your child - 
adjustable footrests in 4 positions • Ability to move the seat backward and forward in 3 positions, according to 
child and bicycle size • Ergonomic shape for helmet use • The frame holder allows to install/release the baby seat 
from the bike in seconds by pushing the button. This also means that's really easy to commute or store the seat. 
Mounting kit required for assembling included.

OTHERS FEATURES • Designed having in mind the airflow of the cyclist ride, promoting even more the commuting 
rides and the children comfort and perspiration • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

JOY® FF+
Rear Child Seat

Fits bicycles with or without carriers. With this special bar, you’re able to push the seat up. 
This is ideal when you’re using a 29er or a bike with 
a small frame.

REF.

  8406500001 cream/dark grey
  8406500002 black/red
  8406500003 denim/yellow
  8406500004 dark grey/dark grey

REF.

  8406500005 cream/dark grey
  8406500006 black/red
  8406500007 denim/yellow
  8406500008 dark grey/dark grey

SMALL FRAMES AND 29ers

JOY® 29”
Rear Child Seat

Master box: 5 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm 450 585

620

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

80 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 80 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

80 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 80 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

JOY®  FF / 29”
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To cherish the joy of cycling we've launched a new child seat. We've named it Joy. With 
Joy® we want the families to feel the wind blow through their hairs and to enjoy the 
warm sunshine. Joy features all the best that we've come up with in these last 40 years.
#enJOY

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”/29” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN 13mm

3

ERGONOMIC SHAPE 
FOR HELMET USE

INCREASED LATERAL 
PROTECTION

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests in 4 positions

COOLING VENTS
For aerodynamic airflow
Ideal when riding without the child

Special bar for small frames and 29 ers.
You are able to push the seat up.

black/red
FF

cream/dark grey
29"

dark grey/dark grey
FF

denim/yellow
FF

LARGE FEET 
PROTECTION
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450 585

620

JOY®  CFS

JOY® CFS
Rear Child Seat

REF.

CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM

Master box: 5 un/ 795 x 400 x 810 mm

120 to 175 mm

Compatibles with carriers in 
accordance with
ISO 11243 - 120 to 175 mm

Ø10 to 16 mm
Fitting luggage carrier tubes from 
Ø10 to 16 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

SAFETY • Increased lateral protection • Grow with your child - adjustable 
3-point safety harness • Childproof safety buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker 
• Extra security frame belt • Increased feet protection preventing any contact 
with the wheel.

COMFORT • Grow with your child – 2 options in height for placing the safety 
harness • Grow with your child - adjustable footrests in 4 positions • Ability 
to move the seat backward and forward, according to child and bicycle size 
• Ergonomic shape for helmet • No tools needed: easy assembling of the 
baby-seat on the carrier - this also means that's really easy to commute or 
store the seat. JOY CFS is supplied fully assembled and can, therefore, be 
used straight out of the box. The seat can also be moved back and forth 
to be adjusted according to any carrier and child size.

OTHERS FEATURES • Designed having in mind the airflow of the cyclist 
ride, promoting even more the commuting rides and the children comfort 
and perspiration • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare 
parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

THE IDEAL CHILD SEAT TO CHERISH THE FREEDOM OF CYCLING

  8406600001 cream/dark grey
  8406600002 black/red
  8406600003 denim/yellow
  8406600004 dark grey/dark grey
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We wish to celebrate the happiness of cycling no matter what the route you need to 
choo se. For commute purposes, or just for leisure we want you to take advantage of 
each moment, we want you to have fun, we want you to feel the freedom of cycling. 
Joy features all the best that we've come up with in these last 40 years.
#enJOY black/red

CFS
cream/dark grey
CFS

dark grey/dark grey
CFS

denim/yellow
CFS

ERGONOMIC SHAPE 
FOR HELMET USE

SOFT COMFORTABLE 
CUSHION

INCREASED LATERAL 
PROTECTION

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2 positions to place the
safety harness

COOLING VENTS
For aerodynamic airflow
Ideal when riding without the child

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

3

SAFETY 
REFLECTIVE 
STICKER
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KOOLAH FF / 29”
FOR STANDARD AND SMALL FRAMES

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the child’s hands • Increased lateral protection • Grow with your 
child - adjustable 3-point safety harness • Childproof safety buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker • Extra security frame 
belt • Increased feet protection preventing any contact with the wheel.

COMFORT • Grow with your child – 2 option in height for placing the safety harness • Grow with your child - adjustable 
footrests in 4 positions • Ability to move the seat backward and forward in 3 positions, according to child and bicycle 
size • The frame holder allows to install/release the child seat from the bike in seconds by pushing the button. 
This also means that’s really easy to commute or store the seat. Mounting kit required for assembling included.

OTHERS FEATURES • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM SMALL FRAMES AND 29ers

Master box: 6 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 54 un

Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 36 un

REF.

  8631400009 dark grey/silver
  8631400026 charcoal grey/cream
  8631400027 brown/green
  8631400028 cream/orange

REF.

  8631400021 dark grey/silver
  8631400029 charcoal grey/cream
  8631400030 brown/green
  8631400031 cream/orange

398 450

748

KOOLAH 29”
Rear Child Seat

With this special bar, you’re able to push the seat up. 
This is ideal when you’re using a 29er or a bike with 
a small frame.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

80 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 80 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

KOOLAH FF
Rear Child Seat

Fits bicycles with or without carriers.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

80 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 80 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb
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Koolah has some “true colors” to show in this new collection. This colors will be 
a perfect match for the current utility bikes. Koolah is also the model that offers 4 
different mounting system options. 

brown/green
FF

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”/29” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

3
13mm

dark grey/silver
29”

cream/orange
29”

charcoal grey/cream
FF

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2 positions to place the
safety harness

EXTRA LARGE FEET 
PROTECTION

INCREASED LATERAL 
PROTECTION

Special bar for small frames and 29 ers.
You are able to push the seat up.

ERGONOMIC SHAPE 
FOR HELMET USE

SAFETY 
REFLECTIVE 
STICKER
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KOOLAH CFS / RMS
FOR LUGGAGE CARRIERS

SAFETY • Armrest shape for comfort safeguarding the child’s hands • Increased lateral protection • Grow with your 
child - adjustable 3-point safety harness • Childproof safety buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker • Extra security frame 
belt • Increased feet protection preventing the contact with the wheel.

COMFORT • Grow with your child – 2 option in height for placing the safety harness • Grow with your child - 
adjustable footrests in 4 positions.

OTHERS FEATURES • Individual box for on-line sales available (check spare parts - P.62).

STANDARDS • EN14344

CARRIER MOUNTING SYSTEM RACK MOUNTING SYSTEM

Master box: 4 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 36 un

Master box: 6 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm
Pallet: 54 un

REF.

  8631500005 dark grey/silver
  8631500013 charcoal grey/cream
  8631500014 brown/green
  8631500015 cream/orange

REF.

  8634600002 dark grey/silver
  8634600007 charcoal grey/cream
  8634600008 brown/green
  8634600009 cream/orange

398 450

748

KOOLAH CFS
Rear Child Seat

No tools needed: easy assembling of the child seat 
on the carrier - this also means that’s really easy to 
commute or store the seat.
Koolah CFS is supplied fully assembled and can therefore 
be used straight out of the box. The seat can also be 
moved back and forth to be adjusted according to 
any carrier and child size.

120 to 175 mm

Carrier in accordance with ISO 
11243. Fitting luggage carrier with
120 to 175 mm width

Ø10 to 16 mm
Fitting luggage carrier tubes from 
Ø10 to 16 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

KOOLAH RMS
Rear Child Seat

RMS mounting system is supplied with the seat, requiring 
fewer steps to complete the assembling. Once the 
base is firmly attached to the carrier, the seat is fixed 
or removed with just a twist from a screw.
Straps included: when riding without the seat on, the 
base doubles as a practical object carrier with the help 
from its straps. Mounting kit required for assembling 
the seat is included.

120 to 160 mm

Carrier in accordance with ISO 
11243. Fitting luggage carrier with
120 to 160 mm width

Multiple points for fitting the RMS to 
the carrier

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb
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charcoal grey/cream
RMS

Practical 
luggage 
carrier with 
the help 
from its 
straps.

RMS - RACK MOUNTING SYSTEM
The mounting system is supplied with the seat

Multiple points for 
fitting the RMS base 
to the carrier.

®PATENT

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28”

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

3 brown/green
RMS

dark grey/silver
CFS

cream/orange
CFS

RMS

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable footrests
in 4 positions

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
2 positions to place the
safety harness

ERGONOMIC SHAPE
FOR HELMET USE

EXTRA LARGE
Feet protection

SAFETY 
REFLECTIVE 
STICKER
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WALLABY
THE COZY, COMFORTABLE AND GREAT SPACE 
SAVING REAR CHILD SEAT FOR FRAMES

SAFETY • Increased extra-lateral protection • Grow with 
your child - adjustable 5-point safety harness • Childproof 
safety buckle • 1 rear reflective sticker • Extra security 
frame belt.

COMFORT • Extra-large cushion for maximum child comfort 
• Grow with your child – 2 option in height for placing 
the safety harness • Grow with your child – one-handed 
adjustable footrests in 12 positions • Foldable design 
for store purposes – great space saving • ESS – Easy 
Slide System – change the seat position backward and 
forward without using any tools • Reclining backrest 
in 3 positions •  The exclusive Wallaby frame holder 
allows to install/release the child seat from the bike in 
seconds by pushing the button. This also means that’s 
really easy to commute or store the seat.

OTHERS FEATURES •  All tools and mounting kit 
required for assembling the seat are included • Sold 
in an individual box.

STANDARDS • EN14344

Individual box: 607 x 397 x 470 mm
Pallet: 20 un

REF.

  8633200002 dark grey/silver

FRAME MOUNTING SYSTEM

395 378

777

Wallaby features a foldable design which is great if you need to save some space. 
Besides that, you can find also some unique features in this seat as an extra-large 
cushion, a reclining backrest in 3 positions and the easy slide system that allows 
you to change the seat position backward and forward without using any tools or 
removing the child from the seat.

RECLINING 
BACKREST
In 3 positions

COMPLETELY 
FOLDABLE
For storage purposes

22 kg
48 lbmax26”/28” Nº 5

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

5

20°

ESS - EASY SLIDE SYSTEM
Change seat position backward 
and forward without using any 
tools or removing the child

EXTRA
LATERAL PROTECTION

EXTRA SOFT DELUXE 
CUSHION

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
One-handed adjustable footrests in 
12 positions

®PATENT

WALLABY FF
Rear Child Seat

Fits bicycles with or without carriers.

Ø28 to 40 mm
Fits round and oval tubes from Ø28 
to 40 mm

90 mm
Frame holder space required for 
assembling - 90 mm

Child weight
9 to 22 kg / 19,84 to 48,5 lb

0º 20º
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No matter what the route, no matter if you 
ride with rain, wind or sun, our full range of 
accessories help you to enjoy even more the 
ride.

#OUTDOORS

CHILD BICYCLE SEATS 
ACCESSORIES & SPARE 
PARTS

58 WINDSCREEN
60 RAIN COVER
62 CHILD BICYCLE SEATS SPARE PARTS & ACCESSORIES
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WINDSCREEN
EXTRA PROTECTION FOR LITTLE BABIES

SAFETY • Sturdy and completely transparent material 
• Impact-resistant.

COMFORT •  Extra protection against the rain, wind 
and insects • Comfortable riding in adverse weather 
conditions • Lightweight • Attractive design.

OTHERS FEATURES • Polycarbonate screen • Height 
adjustable in 2 points.

REF.

8631300001 clear (full set)
8631300002 clear (without holder)
8632900013 holder + adaptor
8632900016 adaptor

COMPATIBLE WITH POLISPORT
FRONT BABY SEATS

WINDSCREEN
Fits directly into Polisport front 
baby seats. Tools not included.

guppy mini

bubbly mini

bilby junior

Individual box (windscreen + 
support bar + holder + adaptor)

Individual box (full set): 445 x 570 x 60 mm
Master box: 6 un / 600 x 380 x 455 mm

For Guppy Mini, Bubbly Mini+ and Bilby 
Junior front baby seats

Windscreen dimensions
width 387 x height 563 x depth 52 mm

 
Windscreen weight
1,60 kg / 3,53 lb
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REF.

8631600001 clear (full set)

FOR HANDLEBARS

WINDSCREEN
Fits on bicycle handlebars. 
Tools not included.

On both options, you can easily adjust the windscreen 
in several vertical and horizontal positions.

Individual box (windscreen + 
support bar + mounting kit)

Individual box: 445 x 570 x 60 mm
Master box: 5 un / 600 x 380 x 455 mm

Ø21 to 28 mm

Fits all handlebars with
Ø21 to 28 mm

Windscreen dimensions
width 387 x height 563 x depth 52 mm

 
Windscreen weight
1,60 kg / 3,53 lb
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RAIN COVER

RAIN COVER MAXI

8637900011 clear

The rain cover fits snugly around the baby-seat protecting 
it  from water and scratches. No need to remove the 
cushion when the bicycle is parked. Compatible with

• Guppy
• Groovy
• Bubbly+
• Bilby
• Joy
• Koolah
• Guppy Junior

Compatible with
• Guppy Mini
• Bubbly Mini+
• Bilby Junior

Master box: 20 un / 384 x 274 x 207 mm

130 g / 0,29 lb

RAIN COVER MINI

8637300009 clear

Master box: 25 un / 384 x 274 x 207 mm

73 g / 0,16 lb

REF.

REF.
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CHILD BICYCLE SEATS SPARE PARTS & ACCESSORIES
CUSHION HARNESS BELT FOOTRESTS + STRAPS METALLIC MOUNTING BAR HOLDER HOLDER INDIVIDUAL BOX

BILBY JUNIOR
P.40 8632900005 dark grey

8632900006 orange
8632900017 bordeaux

3 point
8634100001 black

8632900008 silver
8632900009 orange
8632900018 bordeaux
8632900019 dark grey
8632900022 cream
8632900023 charcoal
8632900024 brown

METALLIC MOUNTING BAR
rear frame
mounting system
8632900010 black 

FOR FRONT BABY SEATS
standard version
8632900011 black

FOR FRONT BABY SEATS
short version
8632900012 black

FOR FRONT HEAD TUBE
Ø22 to 40 mm
key included
8632900002 black

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8630100001 black

HANDLE BAR
8632900003 silver
8632900004 orange

FRONT BABY SEAT
ideal for online shipping
8981300009

250 x 396 x 680 mm

BUBBLY MINI+
P.46

8407100001 dark grey
8407100002 denim
8407100003 brown
8407100004 pastel green

3 point
8407100005 grey

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8640600001 light grey

GUPPY® MINI
P.28 8640300005 dark grey

8640300006 cream

5 point
8640100004 black/silver
8640100006 grey/cream

8640300003 light grey
8640300004 dark grey

GROOVY®
P.30

8634400009 dark grey
8634400011 jeans
8634400012 brown
8634400013 mint

3 point
8634400014 grey

8634400015 black
8634400016 charcoal grey
8634400017 cream
8634400018 white

FOR REAR CHILD SEATS
standard version
8632100007 black

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8640600001 light grey

REAR CHILD SEAT
ideal for online shipping
8981300008

410 x 370 x 845 mm

GUPPY® MAXI+
P.26 8640100008 dark grey

8640100009 cream

5 point
8640100004 black/silver
8640100006 grey/cream

8640100003 dark grey
QST SYSTEM
Quick Safety Turn
not compatible with CFS
8634100005 black

GUPPY MAXI PLASTIC NET
8637900017 light grey
8637900019 dark grey

BILBY MAXI
P.36

8632100006 grey

5 point
8632100008 silver/orange
8632100016 black/grey
8632100028 dark green/brown

8632100001 grey
8632100002 silver
8632100003 orange

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8630100001 black

EXTRA SECURITY REAR BELT
8632100025 black

BUBBLY® MAXI+
P.42

8407200001 dark grey
8407200002 denim
8407200003 brown
8407200004 pastel green

3 point
8407100005 grey

8634100002 black
8630600004 orange
8630600016 blue
8634400005 cream
8634400007 dark grey
8630600005 red
8634400006 silver
8634400007 green

KOOLAH
P.52 8634400001 cream

8634400002 green
8634400003 dark grey 3 point

8634100001 black
8634100020 silver

 

RMS
Rack Mounting Plate
8630600015 black

JOY
P.48 8407300001 dark grey

8407300002 red
8407300003 yellow

8634400015 black
8634400016 charcoal grey
8634400017 cream
8407300004 denim

WALLABY
P.56

8633300001 grey
5 point
8633300002 black

8633100029 silver

FOR FRAME
Ø 28-40 mm
key included
8633100024 black

GUPPY JUNIOR+
P.22

 

FOOTREST
+WHEEL PROTECTOR
8640400001 dark grey
8640400002 white
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CUSHION HARNESS BELT FOOTRESTS + STRAPS METALLIC MOUNTING BAR HOLDER HOLDER INDIVIDUAL BOX

BILBY JUNIOR
P.40 8632900005 dark grey

8632900006 orange
8632900017 bordeaux

3 point
8634100001 black

8632900008 silver
8632900009 orange
8632900018 bordeaux
8632900019 dark grey
8632900022 cream
8632900023 charcoal
8632900024 brown

METALLIC MOUNTING BAR
rear frame
mounting system
8632900010 black 

FOR FRONT BABY SEATS
standard version
8632900011 black

FOR FRONT BABY SEATS
short version
8632900012 black

FOR FRONT HEAD TUBE
Ø22 to 40 mm
key included
8632900002 black

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8630100001 black

HANDLE BAR
8632900003 silver
8632900004 orange

FRONT BABY SEAT
ideal for online shipping
8981300009

250 x 396 x 680 mm

BUBBLY MINI+
P.46

8407100001 dark grey
8407100002 denim
8407100003 brown
8407100004 pastel green

3 point
8407100005 grey

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8640600001 light grey

GUPPY® MINI
P.28 8640300005 dark grey

8640300006 cream

5 point
8640100004 black/silver
8640100006 grey/cream

8640300003 light grey
8640300004 dark grey

GROOVY®
P.30

8634400009 dark grey
8634400011 jeans
8634400012 brown
8634400013 mint

3 point
8634400014 grey

8634400015 black
8634400016 charcoal grey
8634400017 cream
8634400018 white

FOR REAR CHILD SEATS
standard version
8632100007 black

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8640600001 light grey

REAR CHILD SEAT
ideal for online shipping
8981300008

410 x 370 x 845 mm

GUPPY® MAXI+
P.26 8640100008 dark grey

8640100009 cream

5 point
8640100004 black/silver
8640100006 grey/cream

8640100003 dark grey
QST SYSTEM
Quick Safety Turn
not compatible with CFS
8634100005 black

GUPPY MAXI PLASTIC NET
8637900017 light grey
8637900019 dark grey

BILBY MAXI
P.36

8632100006 grey

5 point
8632100008 silver/orange
8632100016 black/grey
8632100028 dark green/brown

8632100001 grey
8632100002 silver
8632100003 orange

FOR FRAME
Ø28 to 40 mm
key included
8630100001 black

EXTRA SECURITY REAR BELT
8632100025 black

BUBBLY® MAXI+
P.42

8407200001 dark grey
8407200002 denim
8407200003 brown
8407200004 pastel green

3 point
8407100005 grey

8634100002 black
8630600004 orange
8630600016 blue
8634400005 cream
8634400007 dark grey
8630600005 red
8634400006 silver
8634400007 green

KOOLAH
P.52 8634400001 cream

8634400002 green
8634400003 dark grey 3 point

8634100001 black
8634100020 silver

 

RMS
Rack Mounting Plate
8630600015 black

JOY
P.48 8407300001 dark grey

8407300002 red
8407300003 yellow

8634400015 black
8634400016 charcoal grey
8634400017 cream
8407300004 denim

WALLABY
P.56

8633300001 grey
5 point
8633300002 black

8633100029 silver

FOR FRAME
Ø 28-40 mm
key included
8633100024 black

GUPPY JUNIOR+
P.22

 

FOOTREST
+WHEEL PROTECTOR
8640400001 dark grey
8640400002 white
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Being outdoors means go explore, go on adventures, go find new routes. 
Don't worry. We've got you covered.
 
#SAFETYFIRST

HELMETS

66 OVERVIEW HELMETS
68 XXS BABY
70 XS KIDS PREMIUM
72  XS KIDS
74  S JUNIOR PREMIUM
76  JUNIOR
78  URBAN RADICAL
80 ROAD AERO
82 LIGHT ROAD
84 E3
86 TWIG
88 BLACK THUNDER
89 PURUS
90 SPORT'GO
92 CITY'GO
95 COMMUTER
94 E'CITY
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XXS  BABY  P.68 XS  KIDS PREMIUM  P.70 XS  KIDS  P.72 S JUNIOR  PREMIUM  P.74 JUNIOR   P.76 URBAN RADICAL   P.78 AERO ROAD   P.80 LIGHT ROAD   P.82 TWIG   P.86 E3   P.84 BLACK THUNDER   P.88 PURUS   P.89 SPORT'GO   P.90 CITY'GO®   P.92 COMMUTER®   P.95 E'CITY   P.94
44 to 48 cm / 17,32 to 18,89’’
190 g / 0,42 lb

48 to 52 cm / 18,90 to 20,47’’
200 g / 0,44 lb

46 to 53 cm / 18,11 to 20,87’’
230 g / 0,51 lb

52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,05’’
215 g / 0,47 lb

52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,05’’
235 g / 0,52 lb

53 to 55 cm / 20,87 to 21,65’’
230 g / 0,51 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 245 g / 0,54 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 255 g / 0,56 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 245 g / 0,54 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 255 g / 0,56 lb

M: 55 to 58 cm / 21,65 to 22,83’’
 250 g / 0,55 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 280 g / 0,62 lb

M: 55 to 58 cm / 21,65 to 22,83’’
 280 g / 0,62 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 290 g / 0,64 lb

M: 52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,04’’
 865 g / 1,91 lb
L: 57 to 61 cm / 22,44 to 24,02’’
 885 g / 1,95 lb

M: 52 to 58 cm / 20,47 to 22,83’’
 250 g / 0,55 lb
L: 59 to 63 cm / 23,22 to 24,80’’
 280 g / 0,62 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 205 g / 0,45 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 220 g / 0,49 lb

M: 52 to 59 cm / 20,47 to 23,22’’
 325 g / 0,72 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 345 g / 0,76 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 275 g / 0,61 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 290 g / 0,64 lb

M: 54 to 59 cm / 21,26 to 23,23"
 350 g / 0,77 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02"
 360 g / 0,79 lb

guppy - white/pink lolipops (matte) guppy - pink/white glitter hearts (matte) comics triangles (matte) black matte/black gloss/black fluo yellow matte/black gloss dark grey/fluo yellow matte yellow/black matte black white matte fluo yellow/black matte charcoal grey matte white matte/grey black/dark grey

guppy - blue/brown spaceship (matte) guppy - blue/brown hello (matte) cats graffiti (matte) black matte/white gloss/grey white matte/black gloss black/grey matte white/black matte black matte red/black matte denim matte black matte/grey

elephant hello giraffe/parrot (matte) princess be cool (matte) jeans tag (matte) white matte/black gloss/fluo yellow dark grey matte/black gloss white/carbon matte dark grey/black matte white/grey matte cream matte dark grey matte/fluo yellow

birdy popstar red matte/white gloss/black red matte/black gloss black/red matte black/grey matte

rainbow race

BABY KIDS JUNIOR URBAN / RADICAL ROAD MTB  EXTREME MTB  RECREATIONAL

MTB  SPORT ENDURO BMX / DH CITY / URBAN

TREKKING
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XXS  BABY  P.68 XS  KIDS PREMIUM  P.70 XS  KIDS  P.72 S JUNIOR  PREMIUM  P.74 JUNIOR   P.76 URBAN RADICAL   P.78 AERO ROAD   P.80 LIGHT ROAD   P.82 TWIG   P.86 E3   P.84 BLACK THUNDER   P.88 PURUS   P.89 SPORT'GO   P.90 CITY'GO®   P.92 COMMUTER®   P.95 E'CITY   P.94
44 to 48 cm / 17,32 to 18,89’’
190 g / 0,42 lb

48 to 52 cm / 18,90 to 20,47’’
200 g / 0,44 lb

46 to 53 cm / 18,11 to 20,87’’
230 g / 0,51 lb

52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,05’’
215 g / 0,47 lb

52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,05’’
235 g / 0,52 lb

53 to 55 cm / 20,87 to 21,65’’
230 g / 0,51 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 245 g / 0,54 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 255 g / 0,56 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 245 g / 0,54 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 255 g / 0,56 lb

M: 55 to 58 cm / 21,65 to 22,83’’
 250 g / 0,55 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 280 g / 0,62 lb

M: 55 to 58 cm / 21,65 to 22,83’’
 280 g / 0,62 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 290 g / 0,64 lb

M: 52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,04’’
 865 g / 1,91 lb
L: 57 to 61 cm / 22,44 to 24,02’’
 885 g / 1,95 lb

M: 52 to 58 cm / 20,47 to 22,83’’
 250 g / 0,55 lb
L: 59 to 63 cm / 23,22 to 24,80’’
 280 g / 0,62 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 205 g / 0,45 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 220 g / 0,49 lb

M: 52 to 59 cm / 20,47 to 23,22’’
 325 g / 0,72 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 345 g / 0,76 lb

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83’’
 275 g / 0,61 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02’’
 290 g / 0,64 lb

M: 54 to 59 cm / 21,26 to 23,23"
 350 g / 0,77 lb
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02"
 360 g / 0,79 lb

guppy - white/pink lolipops (matte) guppy - pink/white glitter hearts (matte) comics triangles (matte) black matte/black gloss/black fluo yellow matte/black gloss dark grey/fluo yellow matte yellow/black matte black white matte fluo yellow/black matte charcoal grey matte white matte/grey black/dark grey

guppy - blue/brown spaceship (matte) guppy - blue/brown hello (matte) cats graffiti (matte) black matte/white gloss/grey white matte/black gloss black/grey matte white/black matte black matte red/black matte denim matte black matte/grey

elephant hello giraffe/parrot (matte) princess be cool (matte) jeans tag (matte) white matte/black gloss/fluo yellow dark grey matte/black gloss white/carbon matte dark grey/black matte white/grey matte cream matte dark grey matte/fluo yellow

birdy popstar red matte/white gloss/black red matte/black gloss black/red matte black/grey matte

rainbow race insect stop 3-points safety 
harness

lightweight easy lock system cooling vents safety buckle magnetic buckle high impact
resistance

safety reflective
stickers

inmold
technology

e-bike
compatible

complies with
CE standards

BABY KIDS JUNIOR URBAN / RADICAL ROAD MTB  EXTREME MTB  RECREATIONAL

MTB  SPORT ENDURO BMX / DH CITY / URBAN

TREKKING
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XXS  BABY

REF.

  8739400005 guppy (blue/brown)
  8739400006 guppy (white/pink)
  8740200008 elephant
  8740200009 birdy

   8740200010 rainbow

A HELMET DESIGNED FOR THE BABY’S FIRST RIDE

Pretty, light and very comfortable this helmet features an 
expanded protection zone for ensuring full protection 
for the baby, as well as a bug net on the inside and 
6 cooling vents.
With an easy lock system and an adjustable 3-point safety 
harness, the helmet also features washable paddings. 
You can also choose between graphics suitable for 
little baby girls, or little baby boys.

Master box: 24 un / 580 x 400 x 500 mm

XXS: 44 to 48 cm / 17,32 to 18,89”

190 g / 0,42 lb

6

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION Glue-On
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guppy - blue/brown

BUG NET EASY LOCK
SYSTEM

birdyguppy - white/pink

rainbow

elephant
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Available with 300 ml bottle + holder

+ +

XS  KIDS PREMIUM
SAFETY NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD

This new in-mold helmet it's the perfect choice if you 
are looking for a high-end helmet for your kids. This 
helmet features in-mold construction and an expanded 
protective area to increase safety and durability. There’s 
an adjustable dial Retention System to adapt perfectly 
to the head. The straps are soft and lock in a 2-point 
safety harness, ensuring a optimal fit. We added two 
rear reflective stickers to increase the visibility on the 
road. The helmet is light and vented and for that reason 
it won’t be a problem for your kid to use it. One bug 
net at the front will keep the head protected. The matte 
finishing of the model makes it even fancier. The helmet 
is sold in an individual box along with a kid bottle and 
a junior cage.

REF.

   8740800001 lolipops (matte finish)
   8740800002 spaceship (matte finish)
   8740800003 hello giraffe/parrot (matte finish)

Individual box: 766 x 386 x 537 mm
Master box: 12 un

XS: 48 to 52 cm / 18,89 to 20,47”

200 g / 0,44 lb

10

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-Mold
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hello giraffe/parrot (matte finish)

spaceship (matte finish)

lolipops (matte finish)

BUG NET EASY LOCK
SYSTEM

REFLECTIVE
SAFETY STICKER
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XS  KIDS

REF.

  8739300005 guppy (blue/brown)
  8739300006 guppy (pink/white)
  8740300008 race
  8740300015 popstar
  8740300023 princess

HELMET DESIGNED FOR LITTLE KIDS

Empowering and protecting. That's how we think of 
kids helmets and it shows.
Designed for little children, this model features 12 
cooling vents protected on the front side with a bug 
net. With a very comfortable shape, the helmets offer 
washable paddings.
You can easily adjust the helmet using its unique, easy 
lock system, 3-points safety harness guarantees a perfect 
fit. You can also peek between graphics suitable for 
little girls, or little boys.

Master box: 24 un / 766 x 386 x 537 mm

XS: 46 to 53 cm / 18,11 to 20,87”

230 g / 0,51 lb

12

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION Glue-On
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guppy - blue/brown

raceguppy - pink/white

popstar

princess

BUG NET EASY LOCK
SYSTEM
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Available with 300 ml bottle + holder

+ +

S JUNIOR  PREMIUM

REF.

  8740900001 glitter hearts (matte finish)
  8740900002 be cool (matte finish)
  8740900003 hello (matte finish)

THE NEW STYLISH OPTION FOR YOUR OLDER 
CHILDREN

Nothing beats the experience of exploring the world 
on your bicycle. How about exploring it together? That 
was the reason why we wanted to offer the same level 
of security and comfort to the children. This helmet 
features in-mold construction and an expanded protective 
area to increase safety and durability. There’s an 
adjustable dial Retention System to adapt perfectly 
to the head. The straps are soft and lock in a 3-point 
safety harness, ensuring an optimal fit. We added two 
rear reflective stickers to increase the visibility on the 
road. The adjustable of the helmet is made through a 
really easy lock system and a 3-point safety harness, 
ensuring and optimal fit. The helmet is light and vented 
and for that reason, it won’t be a problem for your kid 
to use it. One bug net at the front will keep the head 
clean. The helmet is sold in an individual box along 
with a kid bottle and a junior cage.

S: 52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,05”

215 g / 0,47 lb

10

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-Mold

Individual box: 766 x 386 x 537 mm
Master box: 12 un
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hello (matte finish)

be cool (matte finish)

glitter hearts (matte finish)

BUG NET EASY LOCK
SYSTEM

REFLECTIVE
SAFETY STICKER
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JUNIOR
HELMET DESIGNED FOR OLDER KIDS

Master box: 42 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm

This model was designed for older kids. The range offers 
several design options to match with their own personality. 
The perfect fit and protection are guaranteed due to 
the 3-point safety strap for a better adjustment, and due 
to its easy lock system. This model has equipped also 
with reflective safety sticker for better visibility at night. 
The Junior model also features a bug net on the front.

REF.

   8740400018 cats
   8740400019 jeans
   8740400020 comics

S: 52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,05”

235 g / 0,52 lb

9

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION Glue-On
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comics

jeans

cats

BUG NET EASY LOCK
SYSTEM

REFLECTIVE
SAFETY STICKER
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URBAN RADICAL

REF.

  8741100001 triangles (white matte/orange straps)
  8741100002 graffiti (black matte/green straps)
  8741100003 tag (green matte/orange straps)

NEW SKATE-STYLE SUITABLE FOR A WIDE RANGE 
OF RIDING STYLES

The Urban Radical is an urban cycling helmet witch 
features a clean style design and full rear coverage. 
This is a versatile helmet and its lighter compared to 
most urban and BMX helmets, thanks to the injected 
construction process which will also improve the durability. 
With a wide range of durable matte finish colors, there’s 
an option to suit any taste or preference. Its low-profile 
shape is distinct yet minimal and assures the maximum 
protection to the user.

Individual box: 300 x 235 x 170
Master box: 9 un / 730 x 530 x 320 mm

unisize: 53 to 55 cm / 20,87 to 21,65”

230 g / 0,51 lb

11

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION Injected Hardshell
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tag (green matte/orange straps)

graffiti (black matte/green straps)

triangles (white matte/orange straps)

VERSATILE HELMET
Suitable for a wide range 
of riding styles

EXPANDED 
PROTECTIVE AREA
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AERO ROAD

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

   8739800001 black matte/black gloss/black
   8739800002 white matte/black gloss/fluo yellow
   8739800003 black matte/white gloss/grey
   8739800004 red matte/white gloss/black

   8739800005 black matte/black gloss/black
   8739800006 white matte/black gloss/fluo yellow
   8739800007 black matte/white gloss/grey
   8739800008 red matte/white gloss/black

SPEED AND AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE FOR 
THE ROAD

Lead your next ride with the new Polisport Aero Road 
model. Inspired by competition to decrease aero drag 
without compromising the comfort and ventilation.
Polisport Aero Road features a Fidlock® magnetic buckle. 
This means the locking of the helmet is made simpler. 
This anti-pinch buckle has an intuitive magnet guide to 
connect using only one hand and with your gloves on.
The comfortable and easy strap divider can be easily 
lock at any position for a better adjustment and increased 
comfort. Chin pad included for increased comfort.
The Aero Road features two reflective rear stickers that 
will increase the rider visibility on the road. 
The interior of the Shell has small thermoformed 
pads smartly placed to increase comfort and increase 
perspiration management. The helmet is supplied with 
an extra pad set.

Individual box: 300 x 235 x 170
Master box: 9 un / 730 x 530 x 320 mm

ROAD

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 245 g / 0,54 lb
L: 255 g / 0,56 lb

17

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-mold
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red matte/white gloss/blackwhite matte/black gloss/fluo yellowblack matte/black gloss/black black matte/white gloss/grey

SLIM DIAL
Retention system

ANTI-PINCH FIDLOCK® magnetic 
buckle - intuitive magnetic guide to 
connect using only one hand and 
with your gloves on

CHIN PAD
Sleek look without loose straps

REFLECTIVE
SAFETY STICKERS

AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Designed for road

1 Replacement thermoformed 
set included

MATTE

GLOSS
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LIGHT ROAD

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

  8739900001 dark grey matte/black gloss
  8739900002 white matte/black gloss
  8739900003 fluo yellow matte/black gloss
  8739900004 red matte/black gloss

  8739900005 dark grey matte/black gloss
  8739900006 white matte/black gloss
  8739900007 fluo yellow matte/black gloss
  8739900008 red matte/black gloss

The new Polisport Light Road is one of the most ventilated 
helmets in the range, combining a lightweight and durable 
construction to keep your head fresh even in the intense 
rides. The Light Road also offers a slim DIAL Retention 
System with the possibility to be vertically positioned 
at multiple to better fit the head.
Comfortable and easy strap divider that can be easily 
locked at any position for a better adjustment.
Fully vented aero design channels the air through the 
air vents to improve air circulation and aerodynamic 
performance. Makes the cyclist forget is using a helmet.
The interior of the Shell has small thermoformed 
pads smartly placed to increase comfort and increase 
perspiration management. Chin pad improve the 
adjustability of the straps and provide a sleek look 
without loose straps. The helmet is supplied with an 
extra pad set.

Individual box: 300 x 235 x 170
Master box: 9 un / 710 x 550 x 320 mm

ROAD

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 245 g / 0,54 lb
L: 255 g / 0,56 lb

25

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-mold

THE MOST VENTILATED HELMET IN THE RANGE
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red matte/black glossdark grey matte/black glosswhite matte/black gloss fluo yellow matte/black gloss

1 Replacement thermoformed 
set included

THE MOST LIGHTWEIGHT
AND VENTILATED HELMET
In the range

CHIN PAD
Sleek look without loose straps

FINISHING: MATTE

SLIM DIAL RETENTION SYSTEM
Can be positioned at multiple points

FINISHING: GLOSS
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E3

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

  8739600001 dark grey/black (matte finish)
  8739600002 white/black (matte finish)
  8739600003 yellow/black (matte finish)

  8739600004 dark grey/black (matte finish)
  8739600005 white/black (matte finish)
  8739600006 yellow/black (matte finish)

THE PERFECT HELMET FOR ANY TRAIL

Great protection combined with optimal ventilation, 
provides a perfect helmet to use over rough terrain. 
E3 helmet is really lightweight. Features an increased 
protection area at the back and is equipped with adjustable 
visor. Made with in-mold technology. The front cooling 
vents are also protected with a bug net. A set of inner 
pads are included.

Individual box: 335 x 235 x 175 mm
Master box: 9 un / 730 x 540 x 360 mm

MTB EXTREME / ENDURO

M: 55 to 58 cm / 21,65 to 22,83”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 280 g / 0,62 lb
L: 290 g / 0,64 lb

25

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-mold
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yellow/black (matte finish)1 Replacement set included white/black (matte finish) dark grey/black (matte finish)

ADJUSTABLE VISORBUG NET 25 COOLING VENTS
EXTRA BACK 
PROTECTION
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TWIG

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

  8739100011 white/carbon (matte finish)
  8739100013 black/red (matte finish)
  8739100023 dark grey/fluo yellow (matte finish)
  8739100024 black/grey (matte finish)

  8739100015 white/carbon (matte finish)
  8739100017 black/red (matte finish)
  8739100025 dark grey/fluo yellow (matte finish)
  8739100026 black/grey (matte finish)

THE LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE HELMET FOR 
MOUNTAIN BIKING

Great performance guaranteed due to its aerodynamic 
design for optimal ventilation, comfortable fit. Washable 
paddings. Made with in-mold technology - the outer 
PC shell is bonded to the inner EPS shell, making Twig 
really a light and resistant helmet.
This model is equipped with a removable visor, which 
make it a perfect helmet both for MTB or Road use. 
Pins for covering the visor holes, and an extra set of  
thermoformed inner paddings are included.

Individual box: 300 x 235 x 170 mm
Master box: 9 un / 730 x 530 x 320 mm

ROAD / MTB SPORT

M: 55 to 58 cm / 21,65 to 22,83”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 250 g / 0,55 lb
L: 280 g / 0,62 lb

25

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-mold
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dark grey/fluo yellow (matte finish)1 Replacement thermoformed 
pads set included

Pins to cover the visor holes included

black/grey (matte finish) white/carbon (matte finish) black/red (matte finish)

22 COOLING VENTS

REMOVABLE VISOR
Pins included

AERODYNAMIC
Lightweight design

EASY DIAL
RETENTION SYSTEM
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BLACK THUNDER

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

 8731000001 black

 8731000002 black

THE PERFECT CHOICE TO FREERIDE, DOWNHILL 
OR BMX

Full face helmet for anyone looking for adrenaline and 
adventure. His ergonomic shape and good ventilation 
make it a really comfortable and safe helmet.
Black Thunder features a high impact injection molded 
shell, a removable/ washable liner, and an inner EPS 
foam liner for maximum shock absorption.

Master box: 9 un / 795 x 400 x 810 mm

HIGH IMPACT MOULDED SHELL
maximum shock absorption

MTB EXTREME / DH /BMX

M: 52 to 56 cm / 20,47 to 22,04”
L: 57 to 61 cm / 22,44 to 24,02”

M: 865 g / 1,91 lb
L: 885 g / 1,95 lb

8

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-mold
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PURUS
STYLISH AND COMFORTABLE, THIS HELMET IS 
PERFECT FOR TREKKING AND RECREATIONAL MTB

Purus is perfect for everyday sports rides since urban to 
the mountain. Made with in-mold technology - the outer 
PC shell is bonded to the inner EPS shell, creating a 
light and resistant helmet. The visor is removable. Pins 
to cover visor holes are included. Purus is equipped 
with reflective safety stickers for better visibility at night, 
promoting its urban style.
Extra set of thermoformed inner paddings included.

1 Replacement set included

Pins to cover the visor holes included

black (matte finish) white (matte finish)

Individual box: 230 x 170 x 330 mm
Master box: 9 un / 710 x 345 x 540 mm

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

 8738900009 white (matte finish)
 8738900010 black (matte finish)

 8738900013 white (matte finish)
 8738900014 black (matte finish)

MTB RECREATIONAL / TREKKING

M: 52 to 58 cm / 20,47 to 22,83”
L: 59 to 63 cm / 23,22 to 24,80”
M: 250 g / 0,55 lb
L: 280 g / 0,62 lb

14

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-mold

REMOVABLE VISOR
Pins included14 COOLING VENTS REFLECTIVE SAFETY STICKERS
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SPORT'GO

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

THE PERFECT SPORTY HELMET FOR 
RECREATIONAL MTB AND TREKKING

Designed for a Recreational MTB or Trekking cyclist, 
SPORT'GO is a light, comfortable and ventilated, model 
for those who are on a budget or looking for the first 
adventures.
With an aerodynamic design, the SPORT'GO features 
a chin pad and thermoformed inner pads that will help 
to manage the perspiration of the rider. 
There’s an adjustable Dial Retention System to adapt 
perfectly to the head. The straps are soft and lock 
in a 3-point safety harness, ensuring an optimal fit. 
We added two rear reflective stickers to increase the 
visibility on the road.
You can also choose to use the SPORT'GO with or 
without the visor.

Master box: 32 un / 795 x 400 x 795 mm

MTB RECREATIONAL / TREKKING

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 205 g / 0,45 lb
L: 220 g / 0,49 lb

20

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION Glue-on

  8740600001 black/grey (matte finish)
  8740600002 white/grey (matte finish)
  8740600003 red/black (matte finish)
  8740600004 fluo yellow/black (matte finish)

  8740600005 black/grey (matte finish)
  8740600006 white/grey (matte finish)
  8740600007 red/black (matte finish)
  8740600008 fluo yellow/black (matte finish)
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black/grey (matte finish) white/grey (matte finish) red/black (matte finish) fluo yellow/black (matte finish)

ADJUSTABLE DIAL
Retention system

LIGHT AND VENTILATED
Aerodynamic design

SAFETY REFLECTIVE STICKERS
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CITY'GO

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

THE VERSATILE CITY HELMET

Polisport City'GO helmet is one of the most versatile 
helmet in the range.
Cyclists share the road with the cars and the first to 
step to stay safe is to be seen, to avoid accidents.
We added a rear LED light to quickly attach the rear 
vent. Steady of flash mode, the cyclist can quickly select 
the preferred mode.
With one touch the rear light can be quickly removed 
to add more air ventilation.
With an easily adjustable dial retention system, the 
fitting was made easier increasing the rider comfort.
You can also choose to use the CITY'GO with or without 
the visor.

Individual box: 300 x 235 x 170
Master box: 9 un / 730 x 530 x 320

CITY / URBAN / TREKKING

M: 52 to 59 cm / 20,47 to 23,22”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 325 g / 0,72 lb
L: 345 g / 0,76 lb

17

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION Glue-on

 8740100001 charcoal grey (matte finish)
 8740100002 denim (matte finish)
 8740100003 cream (matte finish)

 8740100004 charcoal grey (matte finish)
 8740100005 denim (matte finish)
 8740100006 cream (matte finish)
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cream (matte finish)charcoal grey (matte finish) denim (matte finish)

LED LIGHT SIGHTING
Can be clipped off
Easy to switch on or off
Two light molds available

STYLISH MATTE URBAN COLORS

LARGE VENTS
Perfect to lock the helmet to the bike

REMOVABLE VISOR EXPANDED PROTECTIVE AREA

1 Replacement thermoformed
pads set included
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E'CITY

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

  8741200001 black/dark grey (matte finish)

  8741200002 black/dark grey (matte finish)

THE NEW E-BIKE HELMET

The current trend of the E-bikes is getting huge and 
a special bike, need a special helmet. The E-bike has 
its own requirements to adapt safely to its utilization.
Our helmet was built to accomplish the NTA 8776 e-bike 
specific regulation with the visual concern to match 
your everyday use.
Simple and casual look with enough ventilation to assure 
good breathability. The front visor will assure some sun 
shade during the rides.
With an easily adjustable dial retention system, the 
fitting was made easier increasing the rider comfort.

Individual box: 305 x 225 x 190
Master box: 10 un / 975 x 470 x 320

CITY / URBAN

M: 54 to 59 cm / 21,26 to 23,23”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 350 gr / 0,77 lb
L: 360 gr / 0,79 lb

12

STANDARDS NTA 8776

CONSTRUCTION EPS w/cone head
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black matte/grey dark grey matte/fluo yellowwhite matte/grey

COMMUTER®

REF. M SIZE

REF. L SIZE

  8740700001 white matte/grey
  8740700002 black matte/grey
  8740700003 dark grey matte/fluo yellow

  8740700004 white matte/grey
  8740700005 black matte/grey
  8740700006 dark grey matte/fluo yellow

CITY / URBAN

M: 54 to 58 cm / 21,26 to 22,83”
L: 58 to 61 cm / 22,83 to 24,02”
M: 275 g / 0,61 lb
L: 290 g / 0,64 lb

6

STANDARDS CE - EN 1078

CONSTRUCTION In-molding

Individual box: 300 x 235 x 170
Master box: 9 un / 730 x 530 x 320

CITY STYLE
Woven cover

LED LIGHT SIGHTING
For increased visibility on the road

SLIM DIAL
Retention system

CHIN PAD
For extra comfort

LOCKABLE STRAP DIVIDER

1 Replacement 
thermoformed pads 
set included
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You love the buzz of city life. 

The quickest way to move around the city is by bike 
and the Commuter helmet is a trendy, compact and 
lightweight helmet for you to maneuver through the 
city with ease and style. The urban colors will match 
any outfit and a wide range of city bikes styles.

With a woven stylish visor, a bug net, a chin pad 
protector, thermoformed set of inner paddings (extra 
set included), the Commuter has 6 vents to help in 
the rider perspiration, and a back safety light device 
to increase the rider visibility on the road. 
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For those little annoying things you don’t want to feel or touch, we have 
designed the perfect solution into our products. Our range of mudguards 
covers every eventuality, fits any bike and even matches your style.

#EXPLORE

MUDGUARDS

98  OVERVIEW MUDGUARDS
100  X-FIGHTER
101  CROSS COUNTRY EVO
102  X-CAPE
105  S-MUD
106  MUDFLAP  XL
107  CROSS COUNTRY
107  MISSOURI
107  NEVADA
108  MICHIGAN
110  EXPANDER
112  COLORADO
114  MISSISSIPI
115  O.E  MUDGUARD
115  O.E  CHAIN CASE
117  TOWNY
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MTB  SPORT TREKKING

MTB  RECREATIONAL MTB  RECREATIONAL

ROAD CITY

MISSOURI   P.107 X-FIGHTER   P.100 CROSS COUNTRY 
EVO   P.101

X-CAPE   P.102 CROSS COUNTRY   P.107 MUDFLAP XL   P.106 S-MUD   P.105 MICHIGAN   P.108 NEVADA   P.107 MISSISSIPI   P.114 EXPANDER   P.110 COLORADO   P.112 TOWNY   P.117 O.E MUDGUARD   P.115

FRONT
26”

FRONT / REAR / SET
26” / 27,5” / 29”

FRONT / REAR / SET
26” / 27,5” / 29”

FRONT / REAR / SET
26” / 27,5” / 29”

REAR
26” / 27,5” / 29”

FRONT DOWNTUBE
UNIVERSAL

REAR
26” to 29"

FRONT / REAR / SET
28” / Ø75 mm

SET: REAR + FRONT
26” / 27,5”

SET: REAR + FRONT
16” / 20” / 24”
26” / 27,5” / 28”

SET: REAR + FRONT
20" / 24" / 26” / 28" / 29”

SET: REAR + FRONT
20” / 24” / 26” / 28”

SET: REAR + FRONT
46 mm-26"/51 mm-26"
46 mm-28"/51 mm-28"

SET: REAR + FRONT
28”

O.E CHAIN CASE   P.115
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mm

wheels
dimensions

fit tubes Ø section dimension weight fits on downtube

MTB  SPORT TREKKING

MTB  RECREATIONAL MTB  RECREATIONAL

ROAD CITY

MISSOURI   P.107 X-FIGHTER   P.100 CROSS COUNTRY 
EVO   P.101

X-CAPE   P.102 CROSS COUNTRY   P.107 MUDFLAP XL   P.106 S-MUD   P.105 MICHIGAN   P.108 NEVADA   P.107 MISSISSIPI   P.114 EXPANDER   P.110 COLORADO   P.112 TOWNY   P.117 O.E MUDGUARD   P.115

FRONT
26”

FRONT / REAR / SET
26” / 27,5” / 29”

FRONT / REAR / SET
26” / 27,5” / 29”

FRONT / REAR / SET
26” / 27,5” / 29”

REAR
26” / 27,5” / 29”

FRONT DOWNTUBE
UNIVERSAL

REAR
26” to 29"

FRONT / REAR / SET
28” / Ø75 mm

SET: REAR + FRONT
26” / 27,5”

SET: REAR + FRONT
16” / 20” / 24”
26” / 27,5” / 28”

SET: REAR + FRONT
20" / 24" / 26” / 28" / 29”

SET: REAR + FRONT
20” / 24” / 26” / 28”

SET: REAR + FRONT
46 mm-26"/51 mm-26"
46 mm-28"/51 mm-28"

SET: REAR + FRONT
28”

O.E CHAIN CASE   P.115
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X-FIGHTER

X-Fighter is compatible with disc brakes or v-brakes MTB bikes, 
fitting suspension or rigid forks with Ø16 to 35 mm interior head 
tube. It's very simple and easy to install or remove the mudguard 
with the brand new quick release system. The mudguard comes 
with 4 adapters for a better fit to the suspension or rigid forks 
with Ø16 to 35 mm interior head tube, and has an inner rubber for 
an increased grip. Toolless mounting system – new QR system 
with a lever fastener allows you to assemble the mudguard in 
no time at all – easy, quick, sturdy and efficient

Fitting is quick and easy, thanks to the quick release system. 
X-Fighter rear is compatible with Ø24 to 36 mm Seatpost tubes, 
and features an inner rubber for extra grip. X-Fighter can be 
optimally adjusted to the wheel using the 2-points of adjustment, 
placing the mudguard at the desired height.

AGGRESSIVE CROSS STYLE FOR MTB BIKES WITH AERODYNAMIC 
AIRFLOW DESIGN AND INCREASED EXTRA PROTECTION

REF. REF.

 8564600018 black  8564800014 black

Master box: 20 un / 707 x 384 x 300 mm Master box: 20 un / 768 x 388 x 432 mm

The mudguard can be fitted 
to almost any seatpost and 
be optimally adjusted to the 
wheel using the 2 points of 
adjustment.

X-FIGHTER
Front Mudguard

X-FIGHTER
Rear Mudguard

QUICK RELEASE
SYSTEM
No tools needed

IMPROVED SYSTEM
Extra grip with a new sturdy 
inner rubber

2-POINT HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE

EXTRA
PROTECTION

MOUNTING SYSTEM
Increased functionality
4 adapters for a better fitting
Toolless mounting system

INNER RUBBER
For extra grip

Mounting kit included.

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

Ø24 to 36 mm seatpost tubes

mm
Section: 90 mm

Dimension: 475 mm

220 g / 0,49 lb

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

Ø16 to 35 mm interior headtube

mm
Section: 75 mm

Dimension: 550 mm

224 g / 0,49 lb
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CROSS COUNTRY EVO
AERODYNAMIC FLOW DESIGN FOR MTB AND CROSS 
BIKES

Due to its cross look, cross country evo is the perfect choice 
for cross country mtb rides.

The mudguard can be fitted 
to almost any seatpost and 
be optimally adjusted to the 
wheel using the 1 point of 
adjustment.

Compatible with disc brakes or v-brakes MTB bikes. Fits suspension 
or rigid forks with Ø16 to 35 mm interior head tube.
It's very simple and easy to install or remove the mudguard with 
the brand new quick release system. The mudguard comes with 
4 adapters for a better fit to the suspension or rigid forks with 
Ø16 to 35 mm interior head tube and has an inner rubber for 
an increased grip. Toolless mounting system – new QR system 
with a lever fastener allows you to assemble the mudguard in 
no time at all – easy, quick, sturdy and efficient.

Aerodynamic flow design. No tools are required for fitting the 
mudguard due to the usage of the clever “Quick Mounting & 
Release System”. Fits on Seatpost featuring an adjustable clamp 
for all type of Seatpost - Ø24 to 36 mm, with an inner rubber 
for extra grip. With 1-point adjustable height, Cross Country Evo 
allows a better fitting on the bicycle according to desired height.

REF. REF.REF.

 8621200026 black  8621100012 black 8622100028 black

Master box: 48 un / 410 x 410 x 610 mm Master box: 48 un / 708 x 388 x 415 mmMaster box: 20 un / 781 x 401 x 400 mm

CROSS COUNTRY EVO
Front Mudguard

CROSS COUNTRY EVO
Rear Mudguard

CROSS COUNTRY EVO
Set: Front + Rear Mudguard

QUICK RELEASE
SYSTEM
No tools needed

IMPROVED SYSTEM
Extra grip with a new 
sturdy inner rubber

1-POINT HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE3 MOUNTING OPTIONS

Used as it is or use only the front 
(1) or rear (2) part

MOUNTING SYSTEM
Increased functionality
4 adapters for a better fitting
Toolless mounting system

Mounting kit included.

(1) front 
part

(2) rear 
part

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

298 g / 0,66 lb

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

Ø24 to 36 mm seatpost tubes

mm
Section: 85 mm

Dimension: 510 mm

171 g / 0,38 lb

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

Ø16 to 35 mm interior headtube

mm
Section: 85 mm

Dimension: 560 mm

127 g / 0,28 lb
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X-CAPE
SLIM DESIGN WITH INCREASED PERFORMANCE FOR 
MTB BIKES

REF.

 8623500001 black

Master box: 24 un / 720 x 595 x 425 mm

X-CAPE
Set: Front + Rear Mudguard

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

333 g / 0,73 lb

X-cape features a slim and efficient design, the perfect choice 
for 26”, 27.5” and 29” MTB bikes.
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Lightweight and increased performance for the front MTB 
suspension bikes.
Compatible with disc brakes or v-brakes.
Set of reusable zip-ties included.
Strong and simple support with slim design.
Not compatible with inverted suspension forks.

The mounting system features a large plastic clamp that can 
be easily screwed after fitting the mudguard on the Seatpost. 
Besides this quick and one-handed mounting system, you can 
also adjust the mudguard in 1-Point height. X-Cape fits on Seatpost 
featuring an adjustable clamp for all type of Seatpost - Ø24 to 
32mm, with an inner rubber for extra grip.

REF. REF.

 8623400001 black  8622900001 black

Master box: 20 un / 596 x 396 x 302 mm Master box: 25 un / 768 x 388 x 432 mm

X-CAPE
Front Mudguard

X-CAPE
Rear Mudguard

MOUNTING SYSTEM
No tools needed

INNER RUBBER
For extra grip

NEW SCREW
Better grip

1-POINT HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE

STRONG AND SIMPLE SUPPORT
Slim design

REUSABLE ZIP-TIES
6 zip-ties included

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

Ø24 to 32 mm seatpost tubes

mm
Section: 80 mm

Dimension: 480 mm

245 g / 0,54 lb

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheels

mm
Section: 82 mm

Dimension: 354 mm

88 g / 0,19 lb

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

®REGISTERED
DESIGN
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S-MUD

S-MUD LONG
Rear Mudguard

REF.

  8623700001 

MTB SPORT / MTB RECREATIONAL 
/ ROAD

Fits 16" to 29" wheels

  7 mm saddle rail

mm
Section: 75 mm

Dimension: 460 mm

74 g / 0,16 lb

REF.

 8623600001 black

S-MUD SHORT
Rear Mudguard

MTB SPORT / MTB RECREATIONAL 
/ ROAD

Fits 16” to 29” wheels

  7 mm saddle rail

mm
Section: 75 mm

Dimension: 350 mm

54 g / 0,12 lb

S-Mud is a rear mudguard that is attached directly to the 
saddle rails. It allows to clip the mudguard with one hand 
in a few seconds.
Clean design to assure visual integration with all bicycles 
and avoid extra weight. No tools required to clip or unclip. 
Its compatible with all bicycles since there’s adjustment of 
the mudguard angle. The adjustment of the angle is also fast. 
Untighten the screw with an Allen key – adjust the angle – 
Tighten the bolt. 
Offers mud and spray protection for all bicycles and all styles 
of riding.
The product main innovation is the user-friendly characteristic 
without any functional loss. It allows the cyclist to remove 
the mudguard for dry conditions or safer transport avoiding 
damages. The user-friendly concept allows to clip and unclip 
instantly in booth long and short versions.

TWO DIFFERENT OPTIONS FOR THE BRAND NEW MUDGUARD 
FOR SADDLE RAILS. THE “SO FAST” AND EASY CLIPPING 
SYSTEM WILL MAKE THE LAZIEST CYCLISTS WITHOUT 
EXCUSES TO ARRIVE DIRTY.

USER FRIENDLY SYSTEM
No tools required to clip 
or unclip

1-POINT HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE

Compatible with
7 mm saddle rails

®REGISTERED
DESIGN

®REGISTERED
DESIGN
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MUDFLAP  XL
LIGHT WITH INCREASED PROTECTION FOR MTB BIKES

The position is regulated on the frame downtube, so it’s possible 
to adjust it to the desired height.
Increased protection and fit in almost every regular MTB with 
two elastomeric straps.
Compatible with hard trail and full suspension bikes.

REF.

 8627700004 black

Master box: 40 un / 400 x 320 x 273 mm

MUDFLAP XL
Front Downtube

INCREASED 
PROTECTION

FITS A WIDE RANGE 
OF DOWNTUBES
Max 75 mm

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits on downtube frame
maximum Ø75 mm

mm
Section: 127 mm - maximum

Dimension: 330 mm

70 g / 0,15 lb
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LIGHT AND EFFICIENT DESIGN FOR MTB BIKES EFFICIENT PROTECTION FOR RECREATIONAL MTB AND 
TREKKING BIKES

MISSOURI NEVADA

Compatible with disc brakes or V-brake and suspension rigid bikes.
Adjustable L shape steel to adjust mudguard to front wheel 
and brake position.

Front Nevada is compatible with disc brakes or V-Brake and 
suspension or rigid bikes.
Rear Nevada is compatible with rigid frame with disc brakes or 
v-brake and have extra-large design for an optimal protection. 
Both pieces are installed with an adjustable L shape steel bracket.

REF. REF.

 8621600001 black  8558000001 black

Master box: 50 un / 595 x 397 x 412 mm Master box: 28 un / 766 x 386 x 342 mm

MISSOURI NEVADA
Front Mudguard Set: Front + Rear Mudguards

Mounting kit included. Mounting kit included.

MTB RECREATIONAL / TREKKING

Fits 26” to 27,5” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 60 mm

Dimension: 790 mm

314 g / 0,69 lb

MTB RECREATIONAL

Fits 26” wheels

mm
Section: 80 mm

Dimension: 500 mm

140 g / 0,31 lb

LIGHT AND EFFICIENT DESIGN
FOR MTB BIKES

Cross Country features a light and efficient design. No tools 
are required for installing or releasing the mudguard thanks to 
its quick mounting system. To be mounted on Ø24 to 32 mm 
seatpost tubes trough an ergonomic bolt. It features also an 
inner rubber for extra grip.

REF.

 8621700001 black

Master box: 60 un / 768 x 388 x 432 mm

CROSS COUNTRY
Rear Mudguard

INNER RUBBER
For extra grip

MTB SPORT / RECREATIONAL

Fits 26” and 27.5” wheels

Ø24 to 32 mm seatpost tubes

mm
Section: 75 mm

Dimension: 400 mm

160 g / 0,35 lb

CROSS COUNTRY

EASY MOUNTING SYSTEM
Just screw or unscrew
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MICHIGAN
EFFICIENT AND STYLISH FRONT AND REAR SET FOR 
TREKKING AND ROAD BIKES

REF.

 8622500001 black

Master box: 32 un / 688 x 267 x 275 mm

MICHIGAN
Set: Front Downtube + Rear Mudguard

TREKKING / ROAD

Fits 28” and downtubes - maximum
Ø75 mm

177 g / 0,39 lb
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Michigan mudflap offers you an excellent protection, over any road.
The mudguard uses elastomeric straps to be mounted on the 
downtube and allows a fitting in all regular frame tubes.
Easy mounting - no tools required for assembling the mudguard.

Compatible with trekking and road bikes.
Clips from Ø24 to 36 mm seatpost through the usage of the 
clever “Quick Mounting & Release System”. The fitting system 
includes an inner rubber for extra grip.
1-point height adjustable for a better fitting.

REF. REF.

 8622400001 black  8622300001 black

Master box: 45 un / 500 x 250 x 280 mm Master box: 36 un / 688 x 267 x 275 mm

MICHIGAN
Front Downtube Mudflap

MICHIGAN
Rear Mudguard

The mudguard can be fitted 
to almost any seatpost and 
be optimally adjusted to the 
wheel using the 1 point of 
adjustment.

QUICK RELEASE
SYSTEM
No tools needed

IMPROVED SYSTEM
Extra grip with a new sturdy 
inner rubber

1-POINT HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE

SLIM DESIGN
For Road bikes

FITS A WIDE RANGE OF 
DOWNTUBES
Max 75 mm

TREKKING / ROAD

Fits 28” wheels

Ø24 to 36 mm seatpost tubes

mm
Section: 42 mm

Dimension: 540 mm

123 g / 0,27 lb

TREKKING / ROAD

Fits on downtube - maximum 
Ø75 mm

mm
Section: 45 to 60 mm

Dimension: 390 mm

54 g / 0,12 lb
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EXPANDER

REF.

 8623800001 black

EXPANDER  KIDS 20" / 24"
Set: Front + Rear Mudguard

MTB RECREATIONAL / TREKKING

Fits 20” to 24” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 55 mm

Dimension Front: 440 mm to 510 mm
Dimension Rear: 540 mm to 570 mm

250 g / 0,55 lb

Master box: 20 un / 596 x 396 x 302 mm Mounting kit included.

Expander front mudguard is compatible with disc brakes or 
V-Brake, and suspension or rigid bikes. The size can be easily 
adjusted for a better fitting according the usage or wheel size.
The rear mudguard  combines 3 exclusive mounting options to 
increase the fitting on a wider range of bicycles. This mounting 
options combined with the possibility to expand the mudguard 
will guarantee a universal fitting in all bikes. 

MOUNTING SYSTEM 1:
Long clamp - need more 
or less space to clip it 
to the frame? Choose 
between a long or a 
short clamp
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REF.REF. REF.

 8624900001 black 8624000001 black  8627800001 black

EXPANDER  CITY 51 - 26" / 28"EXPANDER  CROSS 26" / 29" EXPANDER  CITY 46 - 26" / 28"
Set: Front + Rear Mudguard Set: Front + Rear MudguardSet: Front + Rear Mudguard

MTB RECREATIONAL / TREKKING

Fits 26” to 29” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 65 mm

Dimension Front: 560 mm to 630 mm
Dimension Rear: 695 mm to 725 mm

370 g / 0,81 lb

CITY / TREKKING

Fits 26” to 28” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 51 mm

Dimension Front: 560 mm to 630 mm
Dimension Rear: 695 mm to 725 mm

355 g / 0,78 lb

CITY / TREKKING

Fits 26” to 28” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 46 mm

Dimension Front: 560 mm to 630 mm
Dimension Rear: 695 mm to 725 mm

375 g / 0,82 lb

Master box: 24 un / 707 x 384 x 300 mm Master box: 18 un / 781 x 401 x 400 mm Master box: 18 un / 781 x 401 x 400 mm Mounting kit included.Mounting kit included.Mounting kit included.

ADJUSTABLE L SHAPE
Allowing different positioning 
of the mudguard

3 MM STAINLESS STEEL

EXPAND
For a better fitting the expander range 
(front and rear) allows you to expand the 
mudguards until you reach the perfect fitting. 
No tools needed

GLOSS AND MATTE FINISHING URBAN STYLE 
Gloss stripes and matte finishing

Expander front mudguard is compatible with disc brakes or 
V-Brake, and suspension or rigid bikes. The size can be easily 
adjusted for a better fitting according the usage or wheel size.
The rear mudguard  combines 3 exclusive mounting options to 
increase the fitting on a wider range of bicycles. This mounting 
options combined with the possibility to expand the mudguard 
will guarantee a universal fitting in all bikes. 

Expander front mudguard is compatible with disc brakes or 
V-Brake, and suspension or rigid bikes. The size can be easily 
adjusted for a better fitting according the usage or wheel size.
The rear mudguard  combines 3 exclusive mounting options to 
increase the fitting on a wider range of bicycles. This mounting 
options combined with the possibility to expand the mudguard 
will guarantee a universal fitting in all bikes. 

Expander front mudguard is compatible with disc brakes or 
V-Brake, and suspension or rigid bikes. The size can be easily 
adjusted for a better fitting according the usage or wheel size.
The rear mudguard  combines 3 exclusive mounting options to 
increase the fitting on a wider range of bicycles. This mounting 
options combined with the possibility to expand the mudguard 
will guarantee a universal fitting in all bikes. 

MOUNTING SYSTEM 2:
Short clamp - need more 
or less space to clip it 
to the frame? Choose 
between a long or a 
short clamp

MOUNTING SYSTEM 3:
Zip ties - no space at 
all? Don't worry, fit the 
mudguard with zip ties
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COLORADO
SOLD AS SET WITH SLIM AND FLOW DESIGN FROM ADULT TREKKING 
TO CITY AND JUNIOR BIKES

Front mudguard is compatible with disc brakes or V-Brake, and suspension 
or rigid bikes. Rear mudguard is compatible with rigid frame with disc brakes 
or v-brake. Adjustable L shape steel bracket for rear and front mudguard 
allowing different positioning of the mudguards.
To fit the mudguard on the frame you can choose between a long or a 
short clamp according to the space you have available.
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For an extra secure mounting of the rear mudguard we also offer 
an Ø3 mm stainless steel U-stay. The rear mudguard offers the 
best protection by covering almost the entire wheel.

REF. REF. REF.

 8626500001 black  8626000025 black  8626300001 black

Master box: 18 un / 781 x 401 x 400 mm Master box: 30 un / 766 x 386 x 342 mm Master box: 30 un / 596 x 396 x 302 mm

COLORADO  CITY COLORADO  26” COLORADO  JUNIOR
Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Set: Front + Rear Mudguards

L-SHAPE
Allows different positioning on 
the bike

Choose between a long 
or short clamp to clip the 
mudguard to the frame

EXTRA
PERFORMANCE
Ø3 mm stainless steel

Mounting kit included.Mounting kit included.Mounting kit included.

MTB RECREATIONAL / TREKKING

Fits 20” to 24” wheels

mm
Section: 54 mm

Dimension: 560 mm

235 g / 0,52 lb

MTB RECREATIONAL / TREKKING

Fits 26” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 60 mm

Dimension: 640 mm

262 g / 0,58 lb

MTB RECREATIONAL /
TREKKING / CITY

Fits 28” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 45 mm

Dimension: 690 mm

400 g / 0,88 lb
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MTB RECREATIONAL /
TREKKING

Fits 26” to 27,5” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 60 mm

Dimension: 690 mm

247,8 g / 0,55 lb

MTB RECREATIONAL /
TREKKING

Fits 24” wheels

mm
Section: 55 mm

Dimension: 530 mm

217 g / 0,48 lb

MTB RECREATIONAL /
TREKKING

Fits 16” to 20” wheels

mm
Section: 55 mm

Dimension: 500 mm

188 g / 0,41 lb

SOLD AS A SET WITH STANDARD PROTECTION 
SINCE ADULT TREKKING TO KID’S BIKES

MISSISSIPI

You can remove and store 
the mudguard and leave the 
mounting brackets in place 
for a faster setup whenever 
you need it.

Front mudguard is compatible with disc brakes or 
V-Brake, and suspension or rigid bikes. Rear mudguard 
is compatible with a rigid frame with disc brakes or 
v-brake. Front and rear set adjustable with simple and 
efficient “U” mounting bracket.

REF.

 8621400004 black
Master box: 30 un / 708 x 388 x 415 mm

MISSISSIPI  CITY
Set: Front + Rear Mudguards

Mounting kit included.

MTB RECREATIONAL / 
TREKKING

Fits 28” wheels

Ø27 to 35 mm tubes

mm
Section: 45 mm

Dimension: 640 mm

240 g / 0,53 lb

REF. REF. REF.

 8564400006 black  8621300005 black  8624200004 black
Master box: 24 un / 707 x 384 x 300 mm Master box: 20 un / 596 x 396 x 302 mm Master box: 30 un / 520 x 390 x 340 mm

MISSISSIPI  26” / 27,5” MISSISSIPI  24” MISSISSIPI  KIDS 16” / 20”
Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Set: Front + Rear Mudguards

Mounting kit included.Mounting kit included.Mounting kit included.

SAFETY REFLECTIVE 
STICKER
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O.E  CHAIN CASE

O.E MUDGUARD O.E CHAIN CASE
Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Front and rear fitting – Two pieces chain case

CITY

Fits 28” wheels (set)

mm
Section: 49 mm

Dimension (front): 750 mm
Dimension (rear): 615 mm

292 g / 0,64 lb

Adjustable plastic L shape for rear and front mudguard.
This mudguard ensures stable mounting via its U plastic brackets 
and offers the best protection by covering almost the entire 
wheel. Long spoiler included in both mudguards for an optimal 
protection. Customizable for OEM clients: IPD, Inmold Plastic decals, 
allows a colorful and long-lasting decoration of the mudguard 
without adding the weight associated with stickers. Material: 
polypropylene. 100% recyclable material. Mounting Kit Included. 

Fully made of resistant yet lightweight  polypropylene, the two 
combined parts are simply snapped together with the small clips 
installed all around. This system also eliminates the glide noises.
Our chain case allows an easy maintenance and access to the 
chain since you can un-clip the front part without using any tools.
Accommodates larger chain rings (up to 44 teeth).
The Chain Case is secured to the bike frame using two special 
metal parts, which are available in different sizes and shapes 
so that you can easily adapt the chain case position in relation 
to the line of the chain.
Customizable for OEM clients: now, with the use of IPD, Inmold 
Plastic decals, it can also be stylish, with a durable and scratch 
resistant decoration. As an OEM part, it can be customizable with 
any kind of graphic, allowing vivid colors an empowering your 
brand image. Material: polypropylene. 100% recyclable material. 
Mounting Kit Included.

O.E  MUDGUARD

Master box: 24 un / 710 x 345 x 540 mmMaster box: 56 un / 774 x 579 x 533 mm

Mounting kit included.

REF. 

REF. 
  8623900001 white/black
  8623900002 black/black

  8623200001 white/black
  8623200002 black/black

551 g / 1,21 lb

For chain rings up to 44 teeth
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TOWNY

 8627900001 black
 8627900002 silver

 8628100001 black
 8628100002 silver

 8628000001 black
 8628000002 silver

 8628200001 black
 8628200002 silver

Compatible with 26” and 28” wheels, available in black 
or silver color.
Nose at the front and spoiler at the rear for an optimal 
protection. This mudguard ensures stable stainless steel 
mounting and offers the best protection by covering 
almost the entire wheel. Towny can easily be mounted 
on almost any trekking bike and perfectly adapted to the 
radius of the wheel by adjusting the length of the stays.

Master box: 10 un / 720 x 595 x 425 mm Master box: 10 un / 720 x 595 x 425 mm Master box: 10 un / 720 x 595 x 425 mm Master box: 10 un / 720 x 595 x 425 mm

EFFICIENT AND STYLISH FRONT AND REAR
SET FOR TREKKING AND CITY BIKES

REF. REF. REF. REF.

TOWNY  26" / 46 mm TOWNY  26" / 51 mm TOWNY  28" / 46 mm TOWNY  28" / 51 mm
Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Set: Front + Rear Mudguards Set: Front + Rear Mudguards

Mounting kit included.

NEW MOUNTING
SYSTEM
Easy fitting

CITY

Fits 26” wheels

mm
Section: 51 mm

Dimension Front: 
Dimension Rear: 

280 gr / 0,61 lb

CITY

Fits 28” wheels

mm
Section: 51 mm

Dimension Front: 
Dimension Rear: 

293 gr / 0,65 lb

CITY

Fits 26” wheels

mm
Section: 46 mm

Dimension Front: 
Dimension Rear: 

280 gr / 0,61 lb

CITY

Fits 28” wheels

mm
Section: 46 mm

Dimension Front: 
Dimension Rear: 

293 gr / 0,65 lb
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We love to ride our bicycle and we can’t imagine it without water. We have 
what it takes. Bottles, cages and 27 years of experience. Our bottles are 
safe and clean and now, even more stylish.

#REFRESH

SPORT BOTTLES

120  OVERVIEW BOTTLES
122  TECHNOLOGIES
124  THERMAL  BOTTLES
126  SCREW-ON  BOTTLES
128  CLIP-ON  BOTTLES
130  KIDS  WATER BOTTLES
131  BOTTLE CAGE
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SCREW-ON  BOTTLES CLIP-ON  BOTTLES

SCALE   P.127
550 / 700 / 800 ml
19,36 / 23,67 / 27,05 fl oz

S600/S800   P.127
600 / 800 ml
20,29 / 27,05 fl oz

C600/C700   P.128
550 / 700 ml
18,60 / 23,67 fl oz

POLISPORT SPORT BOTTLE   P.129
550 / 700 ml
18,60 / 27,05 fl oz

CORKY+   P.125
3 hours thermal 
500 ml
17,60 fl oz

THERMAL  BOTTLES

ALUMNA   P.125
4 hours thermal
500 ml
17,60 fl oz

HOT & COLD   P.125
3 hours thermal
500 ml
17,60 fl oz

GRAPHICS

GRAPHICS
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BUNDLE KITS KIDS  BOTTLES BOTTLE CAGE

ROTATIVE JUNIOR   P.131

JUNIOR   P.131

ECO   P.131

BASIC   P.131

KIDS   P.130
350 ml
11,83 fl oz

4H5°C
41°F

15°C
59°F

screw-on
opening

clip-on
opening

capacity maximum and
minimum

temperature

not compatible
with microwaves

compatible with 
dishwashers 
maximum 50°

thermal performance weight dimension lightweight in accordance
with standards

for food contact

PREMIUM CAGE +
POLISPORT SPORT BOTTLE   P.129
550 ml / 700 ml
18,60 fl oz / 23,67 fl oz

ROTATIVE CAGE + KIDS BOTTLE   P.130
350 ml
11,83 fl oz

PREMIUM   P.131 COLORS
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY 
TECHNOLOGIES

CORK BOTTLE
Mixture of plastic and cork. 
Reduced use of plastic 
in favor a natural raw 
material with better thermal 
performance.

TECHNOLOGIES
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Portugal is the well-known country from its ability to work with Cork. 
Polisport took that knowledge and was the pioneer to use a green 
technological solution by using a mixture of plastic and cork in the 
production of water bottles. This reduces the use of plastic in favor of 
natural raw material with better thermal performance. Cultivated and 
extracted by using sustainable methods, the cork also adds lightness 
to the bottle while offering a pleasant touch and better grip and 
increased thermal performance.
• BPA Free: Bottle components are totally BPA (Bisphenol A) Free.
• Ecological and sustainable material.
• Reduction in CO2 emissions and fossil fuel usage.
• Soft to the touch with a natural and hypoallergenic surface.
• EFSA and FDA approval as suitable for food contact.
• Complies with Regulation 10/2011

Polisport’s clever integration of components can keep your water 
colder or hotter for longer periods. On an outside temperature of 
23°C, the temperature of the liquid inside the bottle will go from 5°C 
to 15°C difference. You can choose from 3h to 4h variation.

CORK THERMAL BOTTLES

In cooperation with A member of
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COLD OR HOT UNTIL THE LAST DROP

5°C
41°F

15°C
59°F

At an outside temperature of 
23°C, the temperature of the 
liquid inside the bottle will go 
from 5°C to 15°C difference.

Alumna - 4 hours
Hot & Cold, Corky - 3 hours

Wide opening Ø62 mm

500 ml / 16,91 fl. oz

Alumna, Corky - 153 g / 0,34 lb
Hot & Cold - 166 g / 0,37 lb

Alumna, Corky - 265 mm / 10,43 “
Hot & Cold - 262 mm / 10,31 “

Ø74 mm (fits all standard cages)

T°
3° C     ≥ 50° C
37,4° F ≥ 122° F

THERMAL  BOTTLES

INNER FOAM WITH 
ALUMINIUM MEMBRANE
To increase thermal 
performance

DUST CAP
Extra protection
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6 bottles - 500 ml

1060 g / 2,34 lb

For those hot days, nothing better to enjoy a cold 
drink. You can prepare it at home and drink it 
during your ride. Up to 4h pedaling or doing any 
other activity. There’s a soft tip so you can control 
the water flow and a dust cap, to make sure you 
drink as clean as possible. The exterior is clear 
and there’s a foam with an aluminum membrane to 
make the temperature isolation from the interior to 
the outside. With a wide opening, it makes it more 
convenient to insert some ice cube’s if necessary. 
There are also multiple colors to choose.

MATERIAL
Food-grade polyethylene, BPA free.

STANDARDS
Complies with food contact regulations: Regulation 
10/2011.

This bottle is a proof that simplicity works. To keep 
the temperature from 3 to 4 hours this is still one 
of the best options. With the same inspiration of 
the alumna but with some minor changes to have 
it a more competitive price range. The exterior is 
opaque and there’s a foam making the isolation 
from the interior to the outside. There’s a soft tip 
so you can control the water flow and a dust cap, 
to make sure you drink as clean as possible. With 
a wide opening, it makes it more convenient to 
insert some ice cube’s if necessary.

MATERIAL
Food-grade polyethylene, BPA free.

STANDARDS: Complies with food contact regulations: 
Regulation 10/2011.

4 HOURS THERMAL

ALUMNA

Master box: 50 un / 490 x 440 x 570 mm

 8644700001 clear/gold
 8644700002 clear/silver
 8644700003 clear/blue
 8644700004 clear/orange

500 ml / 16,91 fl oz

3 HOURS THERMAL

HOT & COLD

Master box: 50 un / 490 x 440 x 570 mm

 8641700083 silver
 8641700084 white

500 ml / 16,91 fl oz

DISPLAY MIXED PRINTS

Master box: 20 un / 701 x 636 x 557 mm

REF. 8641600025

3 HOURS THERMAL

CORKY +

The multi-award winning bottle now has new 
graphics. It is unique and one of our most famous 
bottles. Taking the well-known Portuguese expertise 
to harvest and produce cork, Polisport partnered 
with Amorim cork composites to make it happen. 
This is a green technological solution by mixing 
cork and plastic to have the perfect combination 
between design and functionality to lower the carbon 
footprint. It is also harvested using sustainable 
methods. Cork reduces the use of plastic in favor 
of natural raw material with an excellent thermal 
performance. It can keep your drink cold up to 
3 hours. The cork is responsible for the good grip 
and soft touch, and increased thermal performance.

MATERIAL
Cork with Food-grade polyethylene, BPA free.

STANDARDS
Complies with food contact regulations: Regulation 
10/2011 and directive 2002-72-EC.

Master box: 50 un / 490 x 440 x 570 mm

 8643500003 corky
500 ml

GRAPHICS
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SCREW-ON  BOTTLES

WIDE OPENING
For an easy refill and cleaning

SOFT LOCKOUT TIP
To close during transport
to prevent accidental leaks

INTEGRATED SCALE 
PRINT

T°
3° C     ≥ 50° C
37,4° F ≥ 122° F
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Wide opening Ø45 mm

550 ml / 18,60 fl. oz
700 ml / 23,67 fl. oz
800 ml / 27,05 fl. oz
550 ml - 92 g / 0,20 lb
700 ml - 94 g / 0,21 lb
800 ml - 97 g / 0,21 lb
550 ml - 200 mm / 7,87 ”
700 ml - 220 mm / 8,86 ”
800 ml - 250 mm / 9,84 ”

Ø74 mm (fits all standard bicycle cages)

SCALE

  8644600010 clear red/black
  8644600011 clear black/red
  8644600012 clear/red

Master box: 88 un / 766 x 386 x 537 mm

Master box: 88 un / 766 x 386 x 537 mm

800 ml / 27,05 fl oz

  8644500018 clear red/black
  8644500019 clear black/red
  8644500020 clear/red

Master box: 88 un / 770 x 390 x 470 mm

700 ml / 23,67 fl oz

  8644400026 clear red/black
  8644400027 clear black/red
  8644400028 clear/red

Master box: 88 un / 768 x 388 x 432 mm

Master box: 88 un / 768 x 388 x 432 mm

550 ml / 18,60 fl oz

Popular screw bottle available in cool solid colors. 
Safe and easy to use this remains a good option for 
the everyday cyclist. Big opening to help refill and 
clean. The mouth lid is soft and very easy to open. 
Scale print to check the remaining water in the bottle.

Material: Food-grade polyethylene, BPA free.

STANDARDS: complies with food contact regulations: 
Regulation 10/2011.

New bottle to match every cyclist thirst. Cool and 
practical design. Large opening to help to refill and 
clean. Largemouth valve to help control the water flow.
Scale print to check remaining water in the bottle 
(clear versions). Lockout lid to close during transport 
to prevent accidental leaks.

Material: Food-grade polypropylene, BPA free.

STANDARDS: complies with food contact regulations: 
Regulation 10/2011.

S600/S800

   8645300001 clear/black/red
   8645300002 silver/black/white
   8645300003 clear black/black/lime green

   8645400001 clear/black/red
   8645400002 silver/black/white
   8645400003 clear black/black/lime green

600 ml / 20,29 fl oz

800 ml / 27,05 fl oz

Wide opening Ø60 mm

600 ml / 20,29 fl oz
800 ml / 27,05 fl oz

600 ml - 95 g /  0,21 lb
800 ml - 105 g /  0,23 lb

600 ml - 205 mm / 8,07 ”
800 ml - 235 mm / 9,25 ”

Ø74 mm (fits all standard bicycle cages)
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C600 / C700
CLIP-ON  BOTTLES

New bottle to match every cyclist thirst. Cool and 
practical design. Large opening to help to refill and 
clean. Largemouth valve to help control the water 
flow. Fast opening and closing snap system and less 
dangerous in case of impact with wheels.
Material: Food-grade polypropylene, BPA free.
STANDARDS: complies with food contact regulations: 
Regulation 10/2011.

   8644800001 clear/black/red
      8644800002 white/black
      8644800003 lime green/black

   8644900001 clear/black/red
      8644900002 white/black
      8644900003 lime green/black

600 ml / 20,29 fl oz

700 ml / 23,67 fl oz

Wide opening Ø63 mm

600 ml / 20,29 fl. oz
700 ml / 23,67 fl. oz

600 ml - 75 g /  0,17 lb
700 ml - 85 g /  0,19 lb

600 ml - 185 mm / 7,28 ”
700 ml - 208 mm / 8,19 ”

Ø74 mm (fits all standard bicycle cages)

T°
3° C     ≥ 50° C
37,4° F ≥ 122° F

WIDE OPENING
For an easy refill
and cleaning

AVAILABLE IN 
CLEAR AND 
SOLID COLORS

EXTRA PERFORMANCE
Closing snap system

SOFT LOCKOUT LID
To close during transport
to prevent accidental leaks

INTEGRATED SCALE 
PRINT

Master box: 88 un / 766 x 386 x 537 mm

Master box: 88 un / 768 x 388 x 432 mm
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12 bottles
700 ml / 23,67 fl oz

1015 g / 2,24 lb

BUNDLE KIT
PREMIUM CAGE +
POLISPORT SPORT BOTTLE

POLISPORT SPORT BOTTLE

Already a classic, this best seller bottle gained new 
graphics to suit the current trends. Fast opening 
and a close snap system are also less dangerous 
in case of impact with wheels.
Material: Food-grade polyethylene, BPA free.
STANDARDS: Complies with food contact regulations: 
Regulation 10/2011.

DISPLAY MIXED PRINTS

  8641100376 white/yellow
  8641100377 white/black
  8641100378 white/blue
  8641100379 clear white/yellow
  8641100380 clear white/black
  8641100381 clear white/blue

  8641200008 white/black

  8642000420 white/yellow
  8642000421 white/black
  8642000422 white/blue
  8642000423 clear white/yellow
  8642000424 clear white/black
  8642000425 clear white/blue

  8641200010 white/black

550 ml / 18,60 fl oz

550 ml / 18,60 fl oz

700 ml / 23,67 fl oz

700 ml / 23,67 fl oz

Wide opening Ø32 mm

550 ml / 18,60 fl. oz
700 ml / 23,67 fl. oz

550 ml - 65 g /  0,14 lb
700 ml - 75 g /  0,17 lb

550 ml - 175 mm / 6,89”
700 ml - 215 mm / 8,46”

Ø74 mm (fits all standard bicycle cages)

Wide opening Ø32 mm

550 ml / 18,60 fl. oz
700 ml / 23,67 fl. oz

550 ml - 65 g /  0,14 lb
700 ml - 75 g /  0,17 lb

550 ml - 175 mm / 6,89”
700 ml - 215 mm / 8,46”

Ø74 mm - Premium bottle cage included

REF. 8642700051

GRAPHICS

Master box: 100 un / 760 x 390 x 470 mm

Master box: 100 un / 781 x 401 x 400 mm
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KIDS  WATER BOTTLES

Soft push-pull tip.
Regular Hi-Flow of liquid.
Ergonomic grip

MATERIAL
Complies with food contact.
BPA free.
Bottle body: Food-grade polyethylene.
Cap: Food-grade polyethylene and food-grade polyolefin 
plastomer.

STANDARDS
Complies with food contact regulations: Regulation 
10/2011.

KIDS BUNDLE KIT
ROTATIVE CAGE + KIDS BOTTLE

DISPLAY MIXED PRINTS

  8644000086 elephant
  8644000085 birdy
  8644000088 race

Master box: 162 un / 770 x 390 x 470 mm

Master box: 8 un / 701 x 636 x 557 mm

REF. 8642900032

CONTENTS: 24 Clip-on bottles - 350 ml - 11,83 fl oz
WEIGHT: 2200 g / 4,85 lb

REF. 8642900035

CONTENTS: 18 Clip-on bottles - 350 ml - 11,83 fl oz
+ rotative bottle cage
WEIGHT: 1600 g / 3,53 lb

350 ml / 11,83 fl oz

  8644200115 elephant
  8644200116 birdy
  8644200117 race

Master box: 120 un / 588 x 388 x 300 mm

350 ml / 11,83 fl oz

Clip-On Opening wide opening Ø36 mm

350 ml / 11,83 fl oz

48,2 g / 0,11 lb

145 mm / 5,71 “

T°
3° C     ≥ 50° C
37,4° F ≥ 122° F
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BOTTLE CAGE
ROTATIVE JUNIORJUNIOR

Master box: 200 un / 596 x 396 x 302 mm

You can assemble the bottle cage in a 
vertical or horizontal tube or handlebar.
Soft push-pull tip.
Elastomeric straps.

 8645700001 black
Master box: 100 un / 588 x 388 x 300 mm

Screws included.

 8645800002 black

38,5 g / 0,08 lb 64 g / 0,14 lb

ECO BASICPREMIUM

Master box: 100 un / 595 x 397 x 412 mm

Screws included.

 8645100001 black

Master box: 100 un / 596 x 396 x 302 mm

Screws included.

 8645000002 black

Master box: 84 un / 588 x 388 x 300 mm

Elastic rubber.
Easily adjustable Ø70 to Ø 80mm.
Screws included.

 8645200001 black
 8645200003 white
 8645200010 red
 8645200011 green

68 g / 0,15 lb 45 g / 0,10 lb 70 g / 0,15 lb

COLORS
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133  BALANCE BIKE
134  TOP CASE
135  TIRE LEVER
135  CHAIN WHEEL PROTECTOR
136  MERCHANDISING

Nothing beats exploring the world on your 
bicycle, discover the world in a healthy and 
happy way.
Polisport range offers you some exclusive cycling 
accessories in order to achieve those goals.
 
#DISCOVER

OTHER PRODUCTS
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BALANCE BIKE

  8612000001 cream/mint
  8612000002 grey/cream

240 mm EVA wheels

GROW WITH YOUR CHILD
Adjustable saddle height
(320-335-350 mm)

Polisport Balance Bike is a training bicycle that helps little 
kids learn how to steer and balance. It allows children 
to build the confidence they will need once they are 
ready for a more traditional bicycle with pedals - no 
training wheels required! Children are seated so that their 
little legs can reach the ground comfortably. A built-in 
steering limiter also allows children to maintain control 
of how much they turn. Comfortable hand rubber grips, 
an ergonomically designed seat and shock absorbing 
wheels give little riders extra comfort. Polisport Balance 
Bike features an adjustable seat that grow with a child. 

• This item is considered a toy.
• Not to be used on public roads.
• It must always be used under parental supervision.

Set of boy and girl graphics decals included:

Individual box: 605 x 395 x 130

Product weight: 3 kg / 6,61 lb

Child weight: <25 kg / 55,12 lb

AGE 2 to 5 years

STANDARDS CE - EN71: 2011
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TOP CASE

Quick release system.
Handle for easy transport.
Take it with you.
Easy mounting.
Lockable.
Shock resistant.

Handle for easy transport.
Easy mounting.
Lockable.
Shock resistant.
Weatherproof.

Quick Release System Direct Mounting System
TOP CASE TOP CASE

REF.

 8870500001 black

REF.

 8870400001 black

Master box: 4 un / 538 x 393 x 439 mm Master box: 4 un / 538 x 393 x 439 mm

5 kg / 11 L

1090 g / 2,40 lb

5 kg / 11 L

1230 g / 2,71 lb
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AN ESSENTIAL TOOL FOR EASY TIRE REPAIR REPLACEMENT

TIRE LEVER CHAIN WHEEL PROTECTOR

REF.

 8611000001 black REF.

 8648000003 black

REF.

 8646000001 black

Master box: 40 un / 300 x 200 x 130 mm Master box: 80 un / 588 x 388 x 300 mm Master box: 60 un / 410 x 410 x 610 mm

3 units
Allows the tire deflation.
Helps the removal of the tire from the wheel.

CHAIN WHEEL PROTECTOR
42 TEETH

CHAIN WHEEL PROTECTOR
48 TEETH

32 g / 0,07 lb
100 g / 0,22 lb 185 g / 0,41 lb
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MERCHANDISING
POLISPORT BICYCLE DISPLAY

Polisport has developed an original display solution for retail stores. The display offers the opportunity 
to display every kind of seat from the Polisport range.
That way you can display the different child seats mounting systems as well as the mini seats and 
their windscreens. The set includes a luggage carrier for the carrier mounting system child seats.

WHEELS FOR DISPLAY (replacement part)
Sold as a set
8982500001

HOOKS FOR HELMETS
For euroslot and tegometall display walls
(5 units)
8981800002

HOOKS FOR EUROSLOT
For euroslot and tegometall display walls
(15 units)
8981800001

HOOKS FOR REAR CHILD SEATS
For euroslot and tegometall display walls
Sold as a single unit
8015300113

BICYCLE KIT DISPLAY
FF bicycle + wheels + luggage carrier
90669

HOOKS FOR FRONT CHILD SEATS
For euroslot and tegometall display walls
Sold as a single unit
8015300112

Dimensions: 1619 x 320 x 953 mm
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Polisport Catalogue
Cycle Products 2018
8999900068

Polisport Flyer
Cycle Products 2018
8999900069

MAGNETIC BANNER
Sold a single unit - 900 x 300 mm
8982800001

STICKERS

CATALOGUE

POLISPORT BAG
Polisport plastic bag
8980800002

A5 POLISPORT NOTES
50 pages
8982900001

WATER BOTTLE
Polisport water bottle “Enjoy” - 700 ml

8981200003 Polisport blue bicycle sticker
8981200004 Polisport white bicycle sticker
8981200017 Polisport sticker 100 mm
8981200018 Polisport sticker 400 mm
8981200019 Polisport sticker 900 mm
8981200016 Polisport sticker “Authorized Dealer”

BANNER
Polisport banner (fabric) 4500 x 1200 mm
8980600005

 8642000376 white

Master box: 100 un
Box dimensions: 780 x 390 x 480 mm

2018 COLLECTION

LET’S CELEBRATE THE
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ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELARUS
BELGIUM
BRAZIL
BULGARIA
CANADA
CHILE
CHINA
COLOMBIA
CROATIA
DENMARK
ECUADOR
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY

ICELAND
INDIA
INDONESIA
IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY
JAPAN
KUWAIT
LATVIA
LIECHTENSTEIN
LITHUANIA
MALAYSIA
MEXICO
MOROCCO
NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
PERU
POLAND
PORTUGAL

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
REUNION
ROMANIA
RUSSIA
SERBIA
SINGAPORE
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
TAIWAN
THAILAND
TURKEY
UKRAINE
URUGUAY
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNITED KINGDOM

SALES NETWORK

VISIT US AT
EUROBIKE CYCLE SHOW, GERMANY
TAIPEI CYCLE SHOW, TAIWAN

All products and respective colors listed in this catalog are subject to change without 
prior notice.
Orders of certain products are subject to stock availability at the time of order.
Polisport is not liable for any direct or indirect damages or personal injury caused by 
the use or misuse of its products.

INSURANCE LIABILITY, SALES CONDITIONS, ETC.

FOLLOW US:
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POLISPORT PLÁSTICOS, S.A.
Avenida Ferreira de Castro, 818 
3720-024 CARREGOSA
PORTUGAL 

T +351 256 410 230
polisport@polisport.com
www.polisport.com 




